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Introduction
Mirror symmetry is a phenomenon first discovered by theoretical physicists: see [CK99]
for a historical account. In its original formulation, it was a duality between two different
Calabi-Yau manifolds of the same dimension
X ↔ Xˇ
such that the complex structure moduli space of one side matches with the Ka¨hler moduli
space on the other side. Furthermore the Hodge diamonds satisfy the relation
hp,q(X) = hn−p,q(Xˇ)
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where n = dimX . What gave rise to most of the attention, however, was enumerative
mirror symmetry. One generating function on the complex structure moduli space arising
from period intgrals matches another generating function on the Ka¨hler moduli space
arising from Gromov-Witten theory. As a consequence, the variation of Hodge structure of
X encodes the Gromov-Witten theory of Xˇ , see [COGP91]. Batyrev found a construction
for mirror dual Calabi-Yau manifolds that are embedded as hypersurfaces in projective toric
varieties where the duality comes from a polar duality of the polytopes describing the toric
varieties [Bat94]. He and Borisov then extended this construction to complete intersections
in toric varieties for which they prove the duality of Hodge numbers [BB96]. The most
general approach suggested in this direction was a duality of Gorenstein cones [BB97]. We
shall suggest, among other things, that one should be able to consider arbitrary cones and
still have a mirror duality. Givental extended the duality construction from Calabi-Yau
varieties to Fano varieties [Gi96] where it becomes asymmetric in the types of geometry: a
Fano Xˇ is mirror dual to a Landau-Ginzburg model, i.e., a quasi-projective variety U with
regular function w : U → C,
Xˇ ↔ (U,w).
Givental then proves enumerative mirror symmetry for these examples. In general, Given-
tal’s mirror construction applies to a not necessarily Fano complete intersection of codimen-
sion d on a toric variety of dimension n. In [Gi96], Givental described a Landau-Ginzburg
mirror to such a complete intersection, but in complete generality it is a Landau-Ginzburg
model whose underlying variety is an algebraic torus of dimension n+ d. Only in the Fano
case can this model be reduced to a model of dimension n−d, matching with the dimension
of the complete intersection. For example, the mirror of a degree d hypersurface Sˇd in P
n+1
should be given by
U = (C∗)n+2, w = x1 + · · ·+ xn+2 +
xdn+2
x1 · · · · · xn+1
,
see also [HV00]. While such a mirror leads to oscillatory integrals which correctly describe
the genus zero Gromov-Witten theory of Sˇd (see [CG07] and [Ir08]), we wish to focus on
a more geometric form of mirror symmetry. In particular, from the point of view of the
Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture [SYZ96] it is important to have a mirror of the same
dimension. Furthermore, from the point of view of Homological Mirror Symmetry [Ko94],
it is also important to have a greater geometric understanding of the mirror.
What we achieve in this paper is threefold:
(1) We show that the suggested dual Landau-Ginzburg model needs to be partially
compactified in order to be able to find features of geometric mirror symmetry. We
do this by giving a more general mirror duality construction where both sides are a
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Landau-Ginzburg model
(X,w)↔ (Xˇ, wˇ).
This duality derives from a duality of polyhedral cones and is thus motivated by
the dualities of Batyrev-Borisov and Givental. For the above example there are
then codimension one embeddings Sˇd ⊂ P
n ⊂ Xˇ , Sˇd being the critical locus of wˇ
and X being a partial compactification of U .
Our construction provides a mirror dual of a complete intersection Sˇ in a toric
variety with no restriction on KSˇ. It works best however if KSˇ is nef. The relation
between (Xˇ, wˇ) and Sˇ is then Sˇ = Sing wˇ−1(0).
(2) We provide a mirror dual of the correct dimension: we suggest that the dual to Sˇ
is the critical locus S of the potential w near the fibre over 0, i.e., S = Singw−1(0).
This needs to be furnished with the sheaf of vanishing cycles FS = φw,0C[1]: this is
a perverse sheaf on X naturally supported on S. This perverse sheaf can be viewed
as a replacement for the constant sheaf C used in mirror symmetry for Calabi-Yau
manifolds. Note that in the above example Sd lies in the complement of U in X ,
so there is no way of seeing this structure without the partial compactification of
(U,w) underpinning the relevance of our approach as compared to [Gi96],[HV00].
(3) We verify that a duality of Hodge numbers holds for our suggested mirror pair:
hp,q(Sˇ) = hd−p,q(S,FS)
where
hp,q(S,FS) := dimGr
p
F H
p+q(S,FS)
and F is the Hodge filtration on the sheaf of vanishing cycles (shifted by one).
The work described here was initiated in 2003 and has since influenced a series of other
works. Kontsevich’s homological symmetry conjecture [Ko94] was generalized in [KKOY09]
to mirror pairs of Landau-Ginzburg models as in our construction. Seidel [Sei08] and
Efimov [Ef09] prove one direction of this conjecture for curves of higher genus using our
construction. Clarke [Cl08] gave a mirror construction of Landau-Ginzburg models closely
related to ours. Our work also inspired an SYZ version [AAK12] relating to the construction
given here by a blow-up at infinity. The mirror dual of a curve of genus larger than one is a
perverse curve. Mirror dual pairs of perverse curves could also be found inside Calabi-Yau
threefolds of Batyrev’s construction [Ru13]. Mirror symmetry for non-compact curves has
already also been studied by physicists [AAMV05], the perverse curve is then the locus
of one-dimensional strata in a toric Calabi-Yau threefold. Each perverse node is called a
topological vertex. In a sequel paper [GKR16] we will discuss a Fano case in detail and how
quantum corrections affect our mirror construction.
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Homological mirror symmetry provided our original motivation for the study of the
sheaf of vanishing cycles. In particular, the cohomological information associated to a
Landau-Ginzburg model is a non-commutative Hodge structure [KKP08], see also [Sh11].
If w : X → C denotes a Landau-Ginzburg model, i.e., X is a quasi-projective variety and
w holomorphic, one considers the complex
(Ω•X¯(logD)[u], ud+ dw¯∧)
where w¯ : X¯ → C is a relative compactification of w : X → C, D = X¯ \ X a normal
crossings divisor and u ∈ C a parameter. The natural cohomology theory arising from
the relevant category for the purpose of homological mirror symmetry is the hypercoho-
mology of this complex, see [KKP08] §3.2. By a theorem of Barannikov and Kontsevich
(unpublished), the hypercohomology is a free C[u]-module. New proofs were given by
Sabbah [Sab99] and Ogus and Vologodsky [OV07]. Under the Riemann-Hilbert correspon-
dence, Fourier-Laplace transform and localization, this module is gauge-equivalent to the
hypercohomology of the sheaf of vanishing cycles, see [Sab10], (1.2). In particular,
(0.1) dimHi(Ω•X¯(logD), dw¯∧) =
∑
λ∈C
dimH i−1(w¯−1(λ), φw¯,λC)
where φw¯,λC is the perverse sheaf of vanishing cycles at the fibre λ. This motivates the
study of the mixed Hodge structure on the sheaf of vanishing cycles.
We now turn to the general setup. In particular, we consider the pair of Landau-Ginzburg
models (X,w), (Xˇ, wˇ) dual under the following construction. Set
M ∼= Zd+1, MR = M ⊗Z R, N = HomZ(M,Z), NR = N ⊗Z R.
Consider a strictly convex rational polyhedral cone σ ⊆MR with dim σ = dimMR, and let
σˇ ⊆ NR be the dual cone,
σˇ := {n ∈ NR | 〈n,m〉 ≥ 0 for all m ∈ σ}.
The corresponding toric varieties
Xσ := SpecC[σˇ ∩N ]
Xσˇ := SpecC[σ ∩M ]
are usually singular. Choose desingularizations by choosing fans Σ and Σˇ which are refine-
ments of σ and σˇ respectively, with Σ and Σˇ consisting only of standard cones, i.e., cones
generated by part of a basis for M or N .
We now obtain smooth toric varieties XΣ and XΣˇ, and in addition, we obtain Landau-
Ginzburg potentials as follows, partially compactifying Givental’s mirror of a toric variety.
For each ray ρ ∈ Σ, let mρ ∈M be the primitive generator of ρ, so that z
mρ is a monomial
regular function on XΣˇ. Similarly, for each ray ρˇ ∈ Σˇ, with primitive generator nρˇ ∈ N , z
nρˇ
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is a monomial function on XΣ. We then define Landau-Ginzburg potentials w : XΣ → C
and wˇ : XΣˇ → C as
w :=
∑
ρˇ
cρˇz
nρˇ(0.2)
wˇ :=
∑
ρ
cρz
mρ(0.3)
where cρˇ, cρ ∈ C are general coefficients. Note w (resp. wˇ) factors through the resolution
XΣ → Xσ (resp. XΣˇ → Xσˇ).
Definition 0.1. Given a complex manifold X with non-constant quasi-projective regular
function w : X → C that has a compact critical locus, we define the Hodge numbers
hp,q(X,w) =
∑
λ∈C
dimGrpF H
p+q−1(w−1(λ), φw,λC)
where φw,λC is the perverse sheaf of vanishing cycles at the fibre λ and Gr
p
F is the pth
graded piece of a mixed Hodge structure.1
We conjecture an identification of the rotated Hodge diamonds as known from Calabi-
Yau mirror symmetry.
Conjecture 0.2. Assuming that the critical loci of w, wˇ are compact, there exist disks D,
Dˇ centered at 0 in C such that for X = w−1(D), Xˇ = wˇ−1(Dˇ) we have
hp,q(X,w) = hn−p,q(Xˇ, wˇ)
where n = dimX = dim Xˇ = d+ 1.
Remark 0.3. (1) We expect a similar more general conjecture to hold using orbifold
Hodge numbers for the case where XΣ, XΣˇ are orbifolds, i.e., the cones in the
fans Σ, Σˇ are simplicial but not necessarily unimodular. If each cone in the fan
is furthermore Gorenstein then we expect a generalization using stringy Hodge
numbers such that this conjecture extends the theorem about the duality of stringy
Hodge numbers for Calabi-Yau complete intersections proved by Batyrev-Borisov
[BB96] which places the hypothesis that σ and σˇ are Gorenstein cones (which is
stronger than asking for all cones in Σ, Σˇ to be Gorenstein). Note that D = Dˇ = C
in the Batyrev-Borisov setting.
(2) If σ is Gorenstein and Σˇ refines the blowup of the deepest stratum then the asso-
ciated Landau-Ginzburg model wˇ : XΣˇ → C is associated to an irreducible variety,
1The subtraction of 1 in the cohomology degree on the right is motivated by (0.1) and also to have
(0.4), see also Lemma 5.4. A priori, there is no mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of the twisted
de Rham complex.
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the critical locus of wˇ lying over 0. It is only the Calabi-Yau case where this hap-
pens on both sides of the duality. We also reproduce mirror symmetry for Fano
manifolds, however with excess dimensions, e.g., the mirror pair of LG models for
the projective line in this setup would be
(x+ y + z : Bl0A
3 → C)↔ (x+ y + z + xyz : A3 → C).
This turns into the usual pair P1 ↔ x + 1/x : C∗ → C by the transition to the
critical locus on the left and via Kno¨rrer periodicity [Or05] on the right. This works
by writing the potential as x+y+z(1+xy) = w+fg and taking for the new model
w|f=g=0 : V (f, g)→ C which is indeed x+ 1/x : C
∗ → C. This was communicated
to us by Denis Auroux.
(3) Our set-up should fit into a more general non-toric framework for Landau-Ginzburg
mirror symmetry using toric degenerations and discrete Legendre transforms as
proposed by the first author and Bernd Siebert, see also [CPS11], [Ru12]. We
expect more general proofs to be more approachable in this framework.
The most relevant case for us is now the situation where one cone is Gorenstein and the
associated critical locus is a manifold of positive Kodaira dimension. The main result of
this paper is that the Conjecture 0.2 holds true in this case when in addition we assume
the existence of a crepant resolution, see Thm. 5.11, Cor. 5.12. The mirror dual is then
not just a Landau-Ginzburg model as in the Fano case but as in the Calabi-Yau case the
mirror geometry can be localized at its critical locus over 0 even though this is singular
now. Thus, Landau-Ginzburg models play the role of a vehicle for the construction of
mirror duals for varieties of general type that we now describe.
Fix once and for all a lattice polytope ∆ ⊆ MR with dim∆ = dimMR > 0 whose
associated projective toric variety P∆ is smooth. Define the cone Cone(∆) ⊆MR ⊕ R by
Cone(∆) := {(rm, r) |m ∈ ∆, r ≥ 0}.
We take σ = Cone(∆) in the above construction (replacing MR by MR⊕R, etc). Let Sˇ be
the zero section in P∆ of a general section of OP∆(1). In particular Sˇ is smooth and the
Newton polytope of an equation for Sˇ on the open torus is ∆. This section gives a regular
function wˇ on the total space of OP∆(−1). This total space is a toric variety XΣˇ given by
a fan Σˇ. The support of the fan Σˇ is a cone σˇ ⊂ NR ⊕ R that is the dual of σ, so this
fits well with the general construction given before. We obtain a Landau-Ginzburg model
wˇ : XΣˇ → C whose critical locus is Sˇ and one checks that
(0.4) hp,q(Sˇ) = hp+1,q+1(XΣˇ, wˇ).
As σ is a Gorenstein cone, the dualizing sheaf of Xσ is a line bundle. Since Xσ is affine,
this line bundle is trivial and thus Xσ is Calabi-Yau.
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Lemma 0.4. The following are equivalent:
(1) The blow-up Bl{0}Xσ of the origin in Xσ is crepant;
(2) Sˇ has non-negative Kodaira dimension;
(3) ∆ has a lattice point in its interior.
Proof. (1) ⇐⇒ (3) is §2.4 combined with the fact that crepant birational morphisms to
Xσ can be identified with integral subdivisions of ∆ and (2)⇐⇒ (3) is Prop. 2.14]. 
We assume the condition of the lemma hold and that there is a crepant desingularization
of Bl{0}Xσ by a toric variety XΣ given by a fan Σ that subdivides σ. This property means
the existence of a unimodular subdivision of ∆ refining the subdivision given by the blowup
of the origin. In general such do exist as orbifold resolutions, cf. Rem. 0.3, (1). We obtain
another Landau-Ginzburg model
w : XΣ → C
making a choice of general coefficients for the above description of the potential and set
S = Singw−1(0) and FS = φwC[1] as before. We claim (S,FS) is the mirror dual to Sˇ.
We define
(0.5) hp,q(S,FS) = dimGr
p
F H
p+q(S,FS)
Setting d = dimS = dim Sˇ, our main result is then
Theorem 0.5. hp,q(Sˇ) = hd−p,q(S,FS).
We have by definition
hp,q(S,FS) = h
p+1,q+1(XΣ, w),
hp,q(Sˇ,FSˇ) = h
p+1,q+1(XΣˇ, wˇ)
furthermore, since Sˇ is smooth, we have an identification FSˇ[1] = CSˇ that also works at
the level of mixed Hodge complexes and thus hp,q(Sˇ,FSˇ) = h
p,q(Sˇ).
Corollary 0.6. Conjecture 0.2 holds for the refined setup.
One can of course ask for a deeper relationship between S and Sˇ, such as an equivalence
between relevant categories. This question goes far beyond the scope of this paper though
we address the connection in §1. As mentioned before, there is strong evidence given
in [Sei08] and [Ef09] as well as [KKOY09], [AAK12] that the construction of this paper
gives a valid interpretation for mirrors of a wide range of possible varieties. Note also our
discussion on Hochschild cohomology in §6.
Another kind of relationship between S and Sˇ is enumerative mirror symmetry. In terms
of the Givental Landau-Ginzburg mirrors described at the beginning of this paper, it has
been known that oscillatory integrals defined using these Landau-Ginzburg potentials give
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rise to a description of quantum cohomology even for general type hypersurfaces. Even the
work [Gi94] considered hypersurfaces in projective space of arbitrary degree, and [CG07] in
theory provides an enumerative mirror statement in this degree of generality. The necessary
Birkhoff factorization to define a coordinate transform was carried out in practice by Iritani
in [Ir08] in the case of a degree nine hypersurface in P7, confirming some calculations of
Jinzenji [Ji00]. Further work on general complete intersections in toric varieties from an
enumerative point of view was also carried out in [CCIT09, CCIT14]. It would be very
interesting to see whether these calculations can be made sense of in terms of the mirrors
we propose, and we intend to return to this question in the future.
The structure of the paper is as follows. A discussion of how our main result relates to
homological mirror symmetry is given in §1 and this is independent of the remainder of the
paper. In §2, we introduce the combinatorial setup and describe in detail the construction
of the proposed Landau-Ginzburg mirrors and their structure. §3 reviews basic formulae
for Hodge numbers of hypersurfaces in toric varieties. §4 fills in some of the necessary
background in mixed Hodge theory. §5 then gives the details of the calculation of the
Hodge numbers of the mirror: this is the heart of the paper. While our main theorem is
related to Hochschild homology, we also phrase a conjecture about Hochschild cohomology
in §6 and include a proof for curves. Finally, §7 gives the generalization of our setup to
complete intersections and §8 generalizes our main conjecture to toric Landau-Ginzburg
models that have terminal singularities by using orbifold cohomology.
The proof strategy for our main Theorem 0.5 is divided in three major steps. The first
and main step is to prove ep(Sˇ) = (−1)ded−p(S,FS) where e
p(X) =
∑
q
∑
i(−1)
ihp,qH ic(X)
is the Deligne-Euler number. This step is largely combinatorial, using stratifications and
expressing ranks of cohomology groups in terms of dimensions of strata. For Sˇ this is an
easy consequence of Danilov-Khovanskii’s work, see §3, and for (S,FS) this is hard work
using the weight spectral sequence of the mixed Hodge structure on the vanishing cycles,
see §5.1. Once this is done in Theorem 5.5, (3), we make use of the observation that only
two Hodge numbers contribute to ep(Sˇ) namely, hp,p and hp,d−p and we prove the same
statement for the Hodge numbers of the mirror dual (S,FS). This is the vanishing result
Prop. 5.8 (3) that is worked towards in §5.2. The proof uses Poincare´ duality for (S,FS) and
an identification of some part of its Hodge numbers with the nearby fibre Hodge numbers
Prop. 5.8, (1). In the final step, Theorem 5.11, we compute hp,p(S,FS) by showing it is
given by the difference of the special fibre and the nearby fibre cohomology. We show it
coincides with hp,p(Sˇ) which then proves Theorem 0.5 when adding the previous steps.
We would like to thank Denis Auroux, Patrick Clarke, David Favero, Hiroshi Iritani,
Maxim Kontsevich, Conan Leung, Kevin Lin, Arthur Ogus, Tony Pantev, Chris Peters,
Bernd Siebert, Manfred Herbst, Daniel Pomerleano, Dmytro Shklyarov and Duco van
Straten for useful conversations.
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1. Homological mirror symmetry and (co-)homology
This section is independent of the remainder of the paper and serves as an extended
introduction to clarify the connection to homological mirror symmetry. A discussion of the
categories related to our construction has already appeared in [KKOY09] and [Ka10]. We
just quickly review the main ideas and apply these to the discussion of cohomology. Fol-
lowing [Or11], to a Landau-Ginzburg model (X,w), we associate the triangulated category
Db(X,w) which is defined as
Db(X,w) =
∏
t∈A1
Dbsing(w
−1(t))
where Dbsing(w
−1(t)) is the Verdier quotient of Db(w−1(t)), the bounded derived category of
coherent sheaves on w−1(t), by Perf(w−1(t)), the full subcategory of perfect complexes (i.e.,
complexes of locally free sheaves). For a non-critical value t of w, we have Dbsing(w
−1(t)) = 0.
The generalized homological mirror symmetry conjecture suggests that for mirror dual
models (XΣ, w) and (XΣˇ, wˇ) given by our construction, there are equivalences of categories
(1.1) Db(XΣ, w) ∼= DFS(XΣˇ, wˇ)
(1.2) Db(XΣˇ, wˇ)
∼= DFS(XΣ, w)
where DFS(X,w) is the derived Fukaya-Seidel category of a symplectic fibration w : X →
C. In general, the Fukaya-Seidel category FS(X,w) is a conjectural A∞-category at least
part of whose objects are Lagrangians which are vanishing cycles over some subsets of the
critical locus. It has been rigorously defined for the case where w is a Lefschetz fibration in
[Sei01] as follows: Fix a non-critical value λ0 of w, and choose paths γ1, . . . , γn in C which
connect the critical values λ1, . . . , λn of w to λ0. Parallel transport of cycles vanishing
at λi along γi gives Lagrangian submanifolds of w
−1(λ0). These are the objects of the
Fukaya-Seidel category. The morphisms are Floer complexes. Taking twisted complexes
and idempotent completion finally yields DFS(X,w).
1.1. Equivalences for a smooth critical locus: Renormalization flow and Kno¨rrer
periodicity. It was pointed out to us by Denis Auroux that, if S = crit(wˇ) is a smooth
compact symplectic d-manifold, by standard symplectic arguments, the category FS(XΣˇ, wˇ)
can be defined. Moreover there is a natural full and faithful functor φ : Fuk(S) →
FS(XΣˇ, wˇ) given by mapping a Lagrangian L in S to the set of points in the suitably
chosen fixed non-singular fibre which are taken into L under the gradient flow of Re(wˇ) for
some fixed metric. This functor is expected to be essentially surjective when one restricts
(XΣˇ, wˇ) to a neighbourhood of S. In the following discussion, we assume this is the case.
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Note that DFuk(S) is a Z2-graded Calabi-Yau category
2 and thus its Hochschild homol-
ogy is Z2-graded and isomorphic to the Hochschild cohomology, see also the next section.
By homological mirror symmetry, i.e., by (1.1), Db(XΣ, w) should also be a Calabi-Yau
category. Indeed, the anti-canonical divisor ofXΣ is trivial, so by [LP11], Thm. 4.1, the sub-
category of compact objects is a Calabi-Yau category and it is expected that this generates
the entire category.
There is a suggestion of how to refine to a Z-grading in [Sei08], §8 for a genus two curve.
It is currently unknown whether there is a general way to refine the grading in the cases
relevant to us.
For the complex geometry, let S = crit(wˇ) be given as a complete intersection in a toric
variety as in §7. By [HW09], Thm. 2 we have an equivalence3
(1.3) Db(S) ∼= Db(X,w,Zk)
where Zk indicates a Zk-grading given by the (C∗)k-action on wˇ−1(0) induced from the
split vector bundle. The hypersurface case is also treated in [Is10],[Sh11].
Let us disuss this equivalence in the case where we drop the assumption for P∆ to
be smooth. A weaker assumption is that there is a maximal projective crepant partial
resolution P˜∆ of a singular P∆ as in the Batyrev-Borisov construction [BB94] such that
S, the strict transform of the ample hypersurface, is smooth after such a resolution. It
was shown in [HW09], Thm. 3 that different choices of a resolution give non-canonically
equivalent categories Db(S). Morally, at least on a dense open subset U ⊂ P∆ meeting S
where OP∆(1) trivializes, the equivalence (1.3) could then be replaced by a hypothetical
version the following result (which is [Or05], Cor. 3.2) in the case where f = 0.
Proposition 1.1 (Orlov). Let U be smooth and quasi-projective, f, g ∈ Γ(U,OU), x a
coordinate on A1, V (g) ⊆ U smooth and f |V (g) non-constant then there is a natural equiv-
alence
Db(V (g), f |V (g)) ∼= D
b(U × A1, f + gx).
1.2. Hochschild (co-)homology of a smooth critical locus. On the symplectic side,
there are morphisms
HHi−d(Fuk(S))
α
−→ QHi(S)→HHi(Fuk(S))
where the left and right are the Hochschild homology and cohomology of the A∞-category
Fuk(S) and the middle one is the quantum cohomology of S. These are conjectured to be
isomorphisms under certain conditions, see [Ko94], [AFOO] and for references with SH in
place of QH see [Sei07], [Ab10], [Ga13]. For the following considerations, let us assume
2This notion was introduced by Kontsevich and means that this triangulated category supports a right
Serre functor which is isomorphic to [d] for some d, where [·] is the shift endo-functor.
3The Calabi-Yau assumption in loc.cit. can be dropped for this result.
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that α is an isomorphism. On the complex side, we have by the Kontsevich-Hochschild-
Kostant-Rosenberg theorem for the Hochschild homology and cohomology rings of Db(S)
respectively
HHi(S) =
⊕
p+q=i
Hq(S,
∧p
TS),(1.4)
HHi(S) =
⊕
p−q=i
Hq(S,ΩpS).(1.5)
In the classical limit QHi(S) becomes H i(S). Note that when S, Sˇ are smooth Calabi-Yau
manifolds4, this gives a way of deducing the duality of Hodge numbers hp,q(S) = hd−p,q(Sˇ)
from the (generalized) homological mirror symmetry conjecture if d = dimS ≤ 5. Given
all the assumptions, we have
(1.6)
⊕
p+q=iH
p,q(S) ∼= H i(S)
∼= QHi(S)
∼= HHi−d(Fuk(S))
∼= HHi−d(D
b(Sˇ))
∼=
⊕
p−q=i−dH
p,q(Sˇ)
∼=
⊕
p+q=2d−iH
d−p,q(Sˇ).
In higher dimensions one needs to add the information of a monodromy action.
1.3. Hochschild (co-)homology of a singular critical locus. We discuss here the case
where Sˇ is compact but very singular, e.g., where Sˇ looks like the mirror of a hypersurface
S of positive Kodaira dimension. Given a Landau-Ginzburg model w : X → C, by
[Or11], Thm. 3.5, there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
Db(X,w) ∼=
∏
t∈C
MF(X,w − t)
where MF(W,w) is the triangulated category of matrix factorisations defined in loc.cit. It
comes with a natural differential Z/2Z-graded enhancement MFdg(W,w) (see [Or11], Rem2.6)
which is needed in order to define its Hochschild homology and cohomology. By [LP11], 3.1,
for i = 0, 1, we then have5⊕
k≡imod 2
HHk(Dd(X,w)) ∼=
⊕
k≡imod 2
Hk(X, (
∧• TX , ιdw))
where ιdw denotes contraction by dw. According to [LP11], 3.2 one also expects
(1.7)
⊕
k≡imod 2
HHk(D
b(X,w)) ∼=
⊕
k≡imod 2
Hk(X, (Ω•X , dw∧)).
4Calabi-Yau means for us in particular h0,k(S) = hk(Sd) for d = dimS.
5As mentioned in the introduction of loc.cit., the requirement of a single critical value 0 as assumed in
loc.cit. can easily be removed in order to get the result stated here.
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Xσ
w
XΣ
crepant
toric CY
∩
Gorenstein
contraction of wˇ
wˇw
C C
Tot(OP∆(−1)) = XΣˇ
crit(wˇ) = Sˇ
∩
since σ = C(∆)
zero-section
S = crit(w)
Xσˇ
Figure 1. The refined setup to study the mirror dual of a smooth hyper-
surface Sˇ in P∆
In fact, one desires a Z-graded enhancement of MF(W,w) instead of a Z/2Z-graded one
in order to be able to “remove”
⊕
k≡imod 2 from the above equalities. However, note
“removing” cannot hold literally. For example, for the setup of (1.3), (1.7) becomes (1.5).
The right hand side of (1.5) involves individual Hodge groups. On the other hand, in the
cohomology of the sheaf of vanishing cycles, appearing on the right hand side of (1.7),
we can’t identify this splitting. Assuming the generalized homological mirror symmetry
conjecture holds for a mirror pair (XΣˇ, wˇ), (XΣ, w) of our construction in §2 (i.e., with
S = crit(wˇ) smooth) we deduce for i = 0, 1,
(1.8)
⊕
k≡imod 2
Hk(S,C) ∼=
⊕
k≡imod 2
Hk−d(Sˇ,FSˇ)
by using (1.6) on one side of the mirror pair (unlike in the Calabi-Yau case where it applies
on both sides) and combining it with the functor φ from the beginning of §1.1, with (1.7)
and (0.1). In fact, we prove a much stronger result in Thm. 0.5. This suggests there might
be a more refined version of homological mirror symmetry in this situation.
2. The setup: The mirror pair of Landau-Ginzburg models
2.1. Resolutions. Recall M ∼= Zd+1, N = Hom(M,Z), we will use the notation
M¯ ∼= M ⊕ Z, M¯R = M¯ ⊗Z R, N¯ = HomZ(M¯,Z), N¯R = N¯ ⊗Z R.
We recall briefly the standard correspondence between convex polytopes and fans. A
lattice polytope ∆ is a convex hull in MR of points in M . It defines a toric variety P∆ by
P∆ = ProjC[Cone(∆) ∩ M¯ ]
where C[P ] denotes the monoid algebra of a monoid P which is here graded by the second
summand of M¯ . For τ ⊆ ∆ a face, the normal cone to ∆ along τ is
N∆(τ) = {n ∈ N |n|τ = constant, 〈n,m〉 ≥ 〈n,m
′〉 for all m ∈ ∆, m′ ∈ τ}.
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The normal fan of ∆ is
Σˇ∆ := {N∆(τ) | τ is a face of ∆}.
The normal fan Σˇ∆ carries a strictly convex piecewise linear function ϕ∆ defined by
ϕ∆(n) = − inf{〈n,m〉 |m ∈ ∆}.
Conversely, given a fan Σ in NR whose support |Σ| is convex, and given a strictly convex
piecewise linear function with integral slopes ϕ : |Σ| → R, the Newton polyhedron of ϕ is
∆ϕ := {m ∈MR |ϕ(n) + 〈n,m〉 ≥ 0 for all n ∈ |Σ|}.
By standard toric geometry this coincides up to translation with the convex hull of all points
of M indexing monomial sections of the line bundle associated to the divisor
∑
ρ ϕ(nρ)Dρ.
Here the sum is taken over the rays ρ of Σ, Dρ being the corresponding toric prime divisor,
and nρ the primitive generator of ρ. So we may also associate a Newton polytope to a
Laurent polynomial or a line bundle.6
If Σ is a fan, we denote by XΣ the toric variety defined by Σ. If σ is a strictly convex
rational polyhedral cone, then we write Xσ for the affine toric variety defined by the cone
σ. Given τ ∈ Σ, V (τ) will denote the closure of the torus orbit in XΣ corresponding to τ ,
e.g., V ({0}) = XΣ. For ρ ∈ Σ a ray, V (ρ) is a toric divisor which we will also call Dρ.
Note that P∆ comes with an ample line bundle OP∆(1) with Newton polytope ∆. The
fan defining this toric variety is the normal fan Σˇ∆ of ∆, and the line bundle OP∆(1) is
induced by the piecewise linear function ϕ∆ : NR → R on the fan Σˇ∆.
The regularity of P∆ is equivalent to each cone in the normal fan to ∆ being a standard
cone (alias unimodular), i.e., being generated by e1, . . . , ei, where e1, . . . , ed+1 is a basis
of N . We shall also assume that ∆ has at least one interior integral point which we will
find in §2.3 to be equivalent to the assumption κ(Sˇ) ≥ 0 already made after (0.4) in the
introduction.
With σ = Cone(∆) ⊆ M¯R and σˇ = {n ∈ N¯R|〈m,n〉 ≥ 0 for all m ∈ σ}, we have
σˇ = {(n, r) | r ≥ ϕ∆(n)}.
Our first task is to specify precisely the subdivisions of the cones σ and σˇ we will use.
There is a canonical choice of resolution for σˇ:
Proposition 2.1. Let ρ := (0, 1) ∈ N¯R. Then ρ ∈ Int(σˇ). Furthermore, let Σˇ be the fan
given by
Σˇ := {τˇ | τˇ a proper face of σˇ} ∪ {τˇ + R≥0ρ | τˇ a proper face of σˇ}.
This is the star subdivision of the cone σˇ along the ray R≥0ρ. Then XΣˇ is a non-singular
variety.
6If no global section exists, the polytope will be empty.
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Proof. The first statement is obvious, since ρ is strictly positive on every element of
Cone(∆) \ {0}. For the fact that XΣˇ is non-singular, let τˇ be a proper face of σˇ. Then,
since ϕ∆ is strictly convex, τˇ takes the form
τˇ = {(n, ϕ∆(n)) |n ∈ τˇ
′}
for some τˇ ′ ∈ Σˇ∆. In particular, since P∆ is assumed to be non-singular, τˇ
′ is a standard
cone, say generated by e1, . . . , ei, part of a basis e1, ..., ed+1 ofN . Then τˇ+R≥0ρ is generated
by (e1, ϕ∆(e1)), . . . , (ei, ϕ∆(ei)), (0, 1) which extends to a basis of N¯ by (ei+1, 0), ..., (ed+1, 0).

Remark 2.2. Note that the projection N¯ → N induces a map on fans from Σˇ to Σˇ∆, so
we have a morphism XΣˇ → P∆. This is clearly an A
1-bundle, and the source is the total
space of OP∆(−1).
Next, we will describe allowable refinements of σ. As we see shortly, we will only consider
those corresponding to crepant resolutions, i.e., refinements which arise from polyhedral
decompositions P of ∆ into lattice polytopes. We first give a canonically determined
polyhedral decomposition of ∆.
Let h∗ : ∆ ∩M → Z be the function defined by
h∗(m) =

0 if m ∈ ∂∆−1 if m ∈ Int(∆)
and
(2.1) ∆∗ := Conv{(m, h∗(m))|m ∈ ∆ ∩M} ⊆MR ⊕ R.
Here ConvA denotes the convex hull of a set A. Then ∆∗ has one face (the upper face)
equal to ∆×{0}, and the remaining proper faces define, via projection toMR, a subdivision
of ∆. Let P∗ denote the set of faces of this subdivision.
Definition 2.3. A polyhedral decomposition P of ∆ is said to be star-like if it is a regular7
refinement of P∗.
We will assume from now on the existence of the following:
Assumption 2.4. Let P be a star-like triangulation of ∆ into standard simplices, i.e.,
simplices τ such that Cone(τ) is a standard cone.
7Recall a polyhedral decomposition P of ∆ is regular if there is a strictly convex piecewise linear
function on ∆ whose maximal domains of linearity are the cells of P.
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Figure 2. A polytope ∆ and its subdivision P∗
Such a triangulation need not exist; it does, however, always exist if dim∆ = 2. The
existence of P is equivalent to the existence of a toric crepant resolution of the blow-up of
Xσ at the origin. To get rid of the Assumption 2.4, one may work with toric stacks. There
always exists a crepant resolution as a toric Deligne-Mumford stack whose coarse moduli
space has at worst terminal quotient singularities. Such is given by a triangulation of P∗
by elementary simplices, i.e., simplices whose only lattice points are its vertices. In this
paper we stick to Assumption 2.4 to avoid having to develop the relevant theory on stacks.
More generally, one should conjecturally use an orbifold twisted de Rham complex, orbifold
cohomology and vanishing cycles on orbifolds to obtain more general results, see §8. Note
that there are typically several choices for P. These are related by “phase transitions in
the Ka¨hler moduli space.” More precisely, each choice is given by a maximal cone in the
secondary fan of σ. As we will see, the Hodge numbers don’t depend on this choice.
Having fixed P, we obtain a refinement Σ of σ by
Σ = {Cone(τ) | τ ∈ P} ∪ {{0}}
and similarly Σ∗ replacing P by P∗. Geometrically, we have a composition
XΣ → XΣ∗ → Xσ
where the second map is the blow-up of the origin in Xσ; this will be explained in §2.4.
Example 2.5. Let ∆ be a reflexive polytope, i.e.,
a) ∆ has a unique interior lattice point v and
b) the polar dual ∆∗ := {n ∈ NR|〈n,m− v〉 ≥ −1 ∀m ∈ ∆} is a lattice polytope.
Under Assumption 2.4, a) implies b). It is not hard to see that σˇ = Cone(∆)∨ = Cone(∆∗).
In this case, P∗ is the star subdivision of ∆ at v. This is the subdivision whose maximal
cells are the convex hulls of τ ∪ {v} with τ a maximal proper face of ∆.
Example 2.6. This will be a running example throughout the paper. We consider the
two-dimensional polytope drawn on the left in Figure 2. The picture on the right gives
P∗. We then have several possible choices for P; for example, we may take the one given
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A star-like subdivision giving a crepant resolution
We can now choose Landau-Ginzburg potentials
w : XΣ → C,
wˇ : XΣˇ → C.
We write these as follows. First, for w, the primitive generators of one-dimensional cones
of Σˇ are ρ = (0, 1) ∈ N ⊕ Z and (nτ , ϕ∆(nτ )), where τ runs over codimension one faces of
∆ and nτ is the primitive (inward-pointing) normal vector to τ . Thus we write
(2.2) w = cρz
ρ +
∑
τ⊂∆
cτz
(nτ ,ϕ∆(nτ )),
where again the sum is over all codimension one faces of ∆. Second, the primitive generators
of the one-dimensional cones of Σ are of the form (m, 1) for m ∈ ∆ ∩M , so we write
(2.3) wˇ =
∑
m∈∆∩M
cmz
(m,1).
Here all coefficients are chosen in C generally. In Prop. 2.8, we note that giving wˇ is
equivalent to giving a global section of OP∆(1) and show that its zero locus Sˇ coincides
with the critical locus of wˇ.
Example 2.7. Continuing and extending Ex. 2.6, we may take for ∆ a rectangle of edge
lengths 2 and g + 1 such that ∆ has g interior points and Sˇ is a genus g curve. Before the
resolution, its mirror Landau-Ginzburg model (Xσ, w) is then given via (2.2) as
(Xσ = SpecC[x, y, z, u, v]/(xy − z
2, uv − zg+1), cxx+ cyy + czz + cuu+ cvv)
where z = zρ, u, v are the monomials given by the normals of the length two edges of ∆
and x, y those for the length g + 1 edges. The singular locus of Xσ is non-compact with
four irreducible components, two of which are generically curves of A1 singularities, the
other two generically curves of Ag singularities.
2.2. Properifications. Now w and wˇ are not proper, so we need to choose properifications
of these maps. The particular choice will turn out not to be important, as it won’t affect
the answer: the sheaves of vanishing cycles whose cohomology we will eventually have to
compute will have proper support even before compactifying. We still need to make some
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choice to show that we are not losing any cohomology, however. The two functions w and
wˇ are dealt with separately.
Since XΣˇ is an A
1-bundle over P∆, the obvious thing to do is to compactify XΣˇ to a
P1-bundle over P∆.
Proposition 2.8 (Properification of wˇ). Consider ¯ˇΣ given by
¯ˇΣ := {τˇ | τˇ a proper face of σˇ}
∪ {τˇ + R≥0ρ | τˇ a proper face of σˇ}
∪ {τˇ − R≥0ρ | τˇ a proper face of σˇ}.
Then
(1) ¯ˇΣ is a complete, non-singular fan containing the fan Σˇ, hence giving a projective
compactification XΣˇ ⊆ X ¯ˇΣ. The projection N¯ → N defines a map of fans from
¯ˇΣ
to Σˇ∆, giving a morphism X ¯ˇΣ → P∆ which is a P
1-bundle. Let D0 be the divisor
corresponding to the ray R≥0ρ and D∞ be the divisor corresponding to the ray
−R≥0ρ. These are sections of the projection to P∆, hence isomorphic to P∆.
(2) wˇ extends to a rational map wˇ : X ¯ˇΣ
−−−>P1 which fails to be defined on a non-
singular subvariety of codimension two. Blow up this subvariety to obtain X˜ ¯ˇΣ.
Then X˜ ¯ˇΣ \ XΣˇ is normal crossings. Furthermore, wˇ extends to give a projective
morphism ¯ˇw : X˜ ¯ˇΣ → P
1.
(3) There is a non-singular divisor Wˇ0 on X˜ ¯ˇΣ such that
¯ˇw−1(0) = D0∪ Wˇ0 is a normal
crossings divisors, with D0 ∩ Wˇ0 isomorphic to the hypersurface Sˇ in P∆ given by
the equation ¯ˇw = 0. Note this makes sense as the summands of ¯ˇw are in one-to-one
correspondence with points of ∆ ∩M , and these points form a basis for OP∆(1).
Proof. (1) is standard; we leave the details to the reader.
For (2) and (3), let us begin by considering a cone of the form τˇ±R≥0ρ in
¯ˇΣ, where τˇ is a
maximal proper face of σˇ. We know that τˇ is dual to Cone(v) ⊆ σ for some vertex v of ∆.
Furthermore, τˇ ±R≥0ρ is generated by vectors (e1, ϕ∆(e1)), . . . , (ed+1, ϕ∆(ed+1)),±ρ where
ei ∈ N is constant on a maximal proper face of ∆ containing v and ϕ∆(ei) = −〈ei, v〉. Thus
C[(τˇ ±R≥0ρ)
∨ ∩ M¯ ] ∼= C[x1, . . . , xd+2], where x1, . . . , xd+2 are the monomials associated to
the dual basis to (e1, ϕ∆(e1)), . . . , (ed+1, ϕ∆(ed+1)),±ρ.
Now if m ∈ ∆ ∩M , a monomial z(m,1) can then be written in terms of x1, . . . , xd+2 as
z(m,1) =x±1d+2
d+1∏
i=1
x
〈(ei,ϕ∆(ei)),(m,1)〉
i
=x±1d+2
d+1∏
i=1
x
〈ei,m〉−〈ei,v〉
i .
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Note also that if e∗1, . . . , e
∗
d+1 is the dual basis to e1, . . . , ed+1, then e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
d+1 generate
the tangent cone to ∆ at v, so in particular v + e∗i ∈ ∆ ∩M . Thus up to coefficients the
monomials z(v,1) and z(v+e
∗
i ,1) appear in wˇ and are of the form x±1d+2 and x
±1
d+2xi respectively.
Therefore, in this affine coordinate patch, we can write
wˇ = x±1d+2(cv +
d+1∑
i=1
cv+e∗i xi + higher order terms).
Thus, for general choice of coefficients, in the affine open subset of XΣˇ corresponding
to τˇ + R≥0ρ, wˇ
−1(0) is reducible, consisting of the two irreducible components given by
xd+2 = 0 (which is the divisor corresponding to the ray R≥0ρ, i.e., D0) and the hypersurface
given by
(2.4) 0 = cv +
d+1∑
i=1
cv+e∗i xi + higher order terms.
Again, for general choice of coefficients, this will be non-singular.
Similarly, in the affine open subset of X ¯ˇΣ corresponding to τˇ −R≥0ρ, we see that wˇ has
a simple pole along the divisor xd+1 = 0 (the divisor D∞) and is zero along a hypersurface
defined by the same equation (2.4).
Let Wˇ0 be the closure in X ¯ˇΣ of the hypersurface given by (2.4) in any of the affine
subsets considered. Then wˇ is zero along D0 ∪ Wˇ0 and has a simple pole along D∞, and wˇ
is undefined along Wˇ0 ∩D∞.
Furthermore, the equation (2.4) restricted to either D0 or D∞ yields (an affine piece of)
the hypersurface in P∆ defined by wˇ = 0. Thus in particular, Wˇ0 ∩D∞ is a non-singular
variety of codimension two, which we may blow up to get a non-singular variety X˜ ¯ˇΣ, with
exceptional hypersurface E, and wˇ extends to a well-defined function on X˜ ¯ˇΣ. Note the
proper transforms of D0, D∞ and Wˇ0 in X˜ ¯ˇΣ are isomorphic to D0, D∞ and Wˇ0, so we
continue to use the same notation.
The center of the blow-up is contained in D∞ = X ¯ˇΣ \ XΣˇ, so XΣˇ is an open subset of
X˜ ¯ˇΣ, with X˜ ¯ˇΣ \ XΣ = D∞ ∪ E. We have now shown (2). Then (3) follows also from the
above discussion. 
Let ∆′ ⊆ ∆ be given by
∆′ := Conv{v ∈ Int(∆) ∩M}.
Our construction for a setup with ∆′ = ∅ has been used in [AAEKO13, §5]. However, from
now on, we make the assumption that dim∆′ ≥ 0 (as already announced after Lemma 0.4).
We next consider the properification of w : XΣ → C. To do this, we first consider the
obvious choice of a projective toric variety on which w can be viewed as the section of a
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line bundle. Let
∆ˇ = Conv{0, ρ} ∪ {(nω, ϕ∆(nω)) |ω ⊆ ∆ a codimension one face of ∆}.
Our notation is slightly misleading as the morally dual object to ∆ˇ is Conv((∆ × {1}) ∪
{0}) ⊆ M¯R rather than ∆ itself because the former two are supporting the pencils given
by wˇ and w respectively. Because ϕ∆ is convex, one sees that 0 is a vertex of ∆ˇ and the
tangent cone to ∆ˇ at 0 is precisely the cone σˇ. Thus the normal fan Σˇ∆ˇ to ∆ˇ is a complete
fan in M¯R containing the cone σ, so P∆ˇ is a compactification of Xσ. The function wσ on Xσ
defined by the same equation as the function w on XΣ then extends to a rational function
w∆ˇ on P∆ˇ given by
w∆ˇ =
cρz
ρ +
∑
τ⊂∆ cτz
(nτ ,ϕ∆(nτ ))
z0
.
Proposition 2.9 (Properification of w). There is a projective birational morphism π :
P˜∆ˇ → P∆ˇ such that
(1) The map π factors through a projective toric resolution of singularities XΣ¯ → P∆ˇ
given by a fan Σ¯ which contains Σ as a subfan.
(2) If dim∆′ = 0, there is a surjection πCone(∆′) : XΣ¯ → DCone(∆′) where DCone(∆′)
denotes the toric divisor given by the ray Cone(∆′). The inclusion DCone(∆′) → XΣ¯
is a section of πCone(∆′).
(3) w¯ := w∆ˇ ◦ π is a projective regular map to P
1.
(4) w¯−1(C) is non-singular, where C = P1 \ {∞}, and XΣ ⊆ w¯
−1(C), with D :=
w¯−1(C) \XΣ a normal crossings divisor. Furthermore, w¯
−1(0) is non-singular in a
neighbourhood of w¯−1(0) ∩D.
Proof. We begin by refining the normal fan Σˇ∆ˇ to a fan Σ¯ with the properties
a) Σ = {τ ∈ Σ¯ | τ ⊆ σ} and
b) XΣ¯ is a projective non-singular toric variety
as follows. Let ϕΣ denote the piecewise linear convex function giving the subdivision Σ of
σ. By adding a linear function, we may assume ϕΣ ≥ 0. Note that if one gives a function
on the set of integral generators of a cone τ , there is a canonical extension to all of τ as a
convex piecewise linear function. Its graph is given by the lower faces of the convex hull
of the graph of the function on the set of generators. We use this construction to extend
ϕΣ to all of M¯R by setting the value on a generator m of a ray contained in σ to ϕΣ(m)
and to zero for all further rays. One easily checks that the so-constructed functions on
the cones glue such that the extension is continuous and piecewise linear. Moreover, it is
convex away from ∂σ. We denote the extension by ϕΣ also. By the strict convexity of ϕ∆ˇ
at ∂σ, for some small ǫ, we find that ϕ∆ˇ+ǫϕΣ is a piecewise linear convex function giving a
refinement of Σ∆ˇ with the property of Σ¯ in a) above. In general, this may not yet induce a
desingularization, however we may refine it to such. This can be done by pulling additional
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P˜∆ˇ
XΣ¯
E
E
φ∗w′
∆ˇ
Figure 4. Properification of w
rays, i.e., by successively inserting new rays along with star-subdivisions where each ray
is generated by an integral point not contained in the support of Σ. These operations
can be realized by piecewise linear functions and thus induce projective partial resolutions
eventually giving a total projective resolution. We call the resulting fan Σ¯ which will be
the fan in (1).
To see (2), note that we may modify the previous procedure if dim∆′ = 0 as follows.
The fan of the projective toric divisor DCone(∆′) is given as the minimal fan containing the
maximal domains of linearity of a piecewise linear function ϕ¯′ which we may pull back to
a function ϕ′ under the projection
M¯R → M¯R/(RCone(∆
′)).
Note that ϕ′ is piecewise linear on Σˇ∆ˇ because there is only one ray in Σˇ∆ˇ\Σ which is in
fact −R≥0 · Cone(∆
′). We may replace ϕ∆ˇ + ǫϕΣ in the above procedure by ϕ∆ˇ + ǫϕ
′ to
obtain a Σ¯ satisfying (2).
We have a resolution of singularities φ : XΣ¯ → P∆ˇ with XΣ ⊆ XΣ¯, and since XΣ¯ is
non-singular, D∞ := XΣ¯ \XΣ is a divisor with normal crossings.
Next, consider the section
w′
∆ˇ
= z0 + cρz
ρ +
∑
τ⊂∆
cτz
(nτ ,ϕ∆(nτ ))
of OP∆ˇ(1). Because the coefficients are general, this section is ∆ˇ-regular in the sense of
[Bat94], Def. 3.1.1. Thus pulling back this section to XΣ¯ we obtain a section φ
∗w′
∆ˇ
of
φ∗OP∆ˇ(1) which by [Bat94], Prop. 3.2.1, is Σ¯-regular, and hence its zero locus defines a
non-singular hypersurface H ⊆ XΣ¯. Now the rational function w∆ˇ pulls back to XΣ¯ and
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(1, 0, 0)(0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0)
(−1, 0, 3)
(0,−1, 2)
(0, 0, 1)
(0, 0, 1)
(3, 2, 1)(0, 2, 1)
(3, 0, 1)
(−3,−1,−2)
(−3,−3,−2)
Figure 5. ∆ˇ on the left and ∆ˇ∗ on the right.
induces a pencil contained in the linear system |φ∗OP∆ˇ(1)|. This pencil includes both the
non-singular hypersurface H and the hypersurface H∞ given by z
0 = 0. One sees easily
that supp(H∞) = D∞. Thus H∞ is a normal crossings divisor, but need not be reduced.
Again since H is Σ¯-regular, it meets D∞ transversally. So locally, at a point of D∞ ∩H ,
the base-locus of the pencil defined by w∆ˇ on XΣ¯ is given by equations x
d1
1 · · ·x
dn
n = x0 = 0.
Blowing up this base-locus, we obtain a projective variety P˜∆ˇ, which is singular, but now
w∆ˇ extends to a morphism w¯ : P˜∆ˇ → P
1 factoring through the blowup map π. See Figure 4
for a picture. This gives (3). Let E be the exceptional locus of π.
Next, note from the local description of the base-locus that the singular locus of P˜∆ˇ is
contained entirely in w¯−1(∞), the proper transform of H∞. Note also that XΣ was disjoint
from H∞, and hence XΣ ⊆ w¯
−1(C), the latter variety being non-singular. Furthermore,
w¯−1(C) \XΣ = E ∩ w¯
−1(C), and from the explicit local description of H∞ ∩H , one sees
the remaining part of (4). 
Corollary 2.10. The morphisms w : XΣ → C and wˇ : XΣˇ → C are quasi-projective.
Example 2.11. Continuing with Ex. 2.6, let’s assume that the vertices of ∆ are (0, 0),
(3, 0), (0, 2) and (3, 2). The normal fan to ∆, Σˇ∆, is the fan for P
1×P1, with rays generated
by (±1, 0) and (0,±1). We have
ϕ∆(1, 0) = 0, ϕ∆(−1, 0) = 3, ϕ∆(0, 1) = 0, ϕ∆(0,−1) = 2
and hence
∆ˇ = Conv{(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (−1, 0, 3), (0,−1, 2)}
shown in Figure 5. One can check that the only integral points of ∆ˇ are the points listed,
with ρ = (0, 0, 1) the unique interior integral point of ∆ˇ. So P∆ˇ can be embedded in P
5
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using the six given points to determine sections of OP∆ˇ(1). Using coordinates z0, . . . , z5
corresponding to the six points given above in the given order, one sees that the image of
P∆ˇ in P
5 is given by the equations z0z2z4−z
3
1 = 0 and z3z5−z
2
1 = 0, which are homogeneous
versions of those in Ex. 2.7. In addition,
w∆ˇ =
z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 + z5
z0
.
Note that ∆ˇ is a reflexive polytope. This is no longer true if g > 2 as in Ex. 2.7.
For a general choice of c ∈ C, the surface with equation w∆ˇ = c is a singular K3 surface
whose inverse image W˜c under the blowup map XΣ¯ → P∆ˇ is smooth and of Picard rank
18. The right side of Figure 5 indicates the part of the fan Σ¯ induced from the subdivision
P of ∆. One can view the entire fan Σ¯ by also triangulating the further faces of ∆ˇ∗, but
using vertices which are not necessarily integral points.
2.3. ∆′ and the Kodaira dimension of Sˇ. The significance of ∆′ throughout the paper
is in part explained by the following results.
Proposition 2.12. Let ϕK denote the piecewise linear function on Σˇ∆ which represents
KP∆, taking the value −1 on the primitive generator of each ray of Σˇ∆. Then
ϕ∆′ = ϕ∆ + ϕK .
Proof. Note that ϕK exists by smoothness of P∆. Let ∆
′′ = ∆ϕ′′ denote the possibly empty
Newton polytope of the piecewise linear function ϕ′′ = ϕ∆ + ϕK on Σˇ∆. We need to show
that ∆′′ = ∆′. Indeed, since ∆′′ is a lattice polytope contained in the relative interior of
∆, we have ∆′′ ⊆ ∆′. On the other hand ∆′′ ⊇ ∆′ because, using the fact that the tangent
cones to ∆ at vertices of ∆ are standard, each lattice point in the relative interior of ∆
has integral distance ≥ 1 to each facet. 
Corollary 2.13. If P∆ has nef anti-canonical class, then the Newton polytope of −KP∆,
which we denote by ∆K, is reflexive. We then have the Minkowski sum decomposition
∆ = ∆K +∆
′.
Figure 6 shows this decomposition for Ex. 2.6. In the case that −KP∆ is nef, on the
dual side, we have the convex hull of the graph of −ϕK is the cone over the dual reflexive
polytope of ∆K which we denote ∆ˇK . This implies that
∆ˇK = π(∆ˇ)
where π denotes the natural projection N¯R → NR.
Now we can relate the dimension of ∆′ to the Kodaira dimension of Sˇ:
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Proposition 2.14. Let Sˇ be the zero locus of a general section of Γ(P∆,OP∆(1)) and hence
a non-singular variety of dimension d. Then the Kodaira dimension of Sˇ is
κ(Sˇ) = min{dim∆′, d}
where we use dim ∅ = −∞.
Remark 2.15. The proposition also holds true for ∆′ = ∅ which we have excluded from our
general considerations. It was pointed out to us by Victor Batyrev that smoothness of P∆
is necessary for the proposition to hold true because there exist hypersurfaces of general
type in toric varieties with no interior lattice points in their Newton polytope.
Proof. Set k := min{dim∆′, d}. We need to show that k is the minimal integer such that
dimΓ(Sˇ,OSˇ(nKSˇ)) as a function of n is O(n
k). Let l(n∆′) denote the number of lattice
points contained in n∆′. We are done if we show that dimΓ(Sˇ,OSˇ(nKSˇ)) = l(n∆
′) for
dim∆′ ≤ d and that dimΓ(Sˇ,OSˇ(nKSˇ)) is bounded below by l(nF ) for dim∆
′ = d+1 and
some facet F of ∆′ because the Kodaira dimension of Sˇ is bounded above by dim Sˇ = d.
By the adjunction formula, we have
KSˇ = (KP∆ + Sˇ)|Sˇ.
By Proposition 2.12 and standard toric geometry, it follows that
l(n∆′) = dimΓ(P∆,OP∆(n(KP∆ + Sˇ))).
For dim∆′ ≤ d the map Γ(P∆,OP∆(n(KP∆ + Sˇ))) → Γ(P∆,OP∆(n(KP∆ + Sˇ)) ⊗ OSˇ) is
injective. This can be checked on the dense torus where Sˇ is given by a principal ideal a
generator of which has Newton polytope ∆. Thus, every non-trivial element in the ideal
has a Newton polytope of dimension d + 1. For the same reason, for dim∆′ = d + 1, the
restriction of the above map to sections given by monomials in a face of ∆′ is injective. 
2.4. Geometry of the central fibre of the potential w. We now return to describ-
ing w : XΣ → C in more detail. In particular, we wish to describe w
−1(0). It follows
from Proposition 2.9,(4), that Sing(w−1(0)) is proper over C. We define some additional
combinatorial objects. First, let
σˇo := Conv{n¯ ∈ N¯ | n¯ ∈ σˇ, n¯ 6= 0}.
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All monomials of w lie in σˇo ∩ ∆ˇ. Moreover,{∑
n∈I
anz
n
∣∣∣∣ I ⊂ σˇo ∩ N¯, |I| <∞, an ∈ C
}
is the ideal of the origin 0 in Xσ. Its blow-up Bl0Xσ coincides with the toric variety given
by the normal fan of σˇo, see [Th03] for more details. We will see shortly that this normal
fan is
Σ∗ = {Cone(τ) | τ ∈ P∗} ∪ {{0}}
which we may think of as the star subdivision of σ along Cone(∆′).
We can extend the function h∗ : ∆ ∩M → Z to a piecewise linear function h∗ : ∆→ R
by h∗(m) = inf{r|(m, r) ∈ ∆∗} where ∆∗ is defined in (2.1). This is a strictly convex
function. We now give a more useful description of P∗. We recommend keeping in mind
Figure 2.
Lemma 2.16. (1) If we think of h∗ as a piecewise linear function on Σ∗ given by
h∗(rm, r) = rh∗(m),
then σˇo is the Newton polyhedron of h∗.
(2) We have Σ∗ = Σˇσˇo and
XΣ∗ = Bl0Xσ = Pσˇo .
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between proper faces of σˇo and P∗ which
we will refer to as duality.
(3) Assume ∆′ 6= ∅. Then we have
P∗ = {τ |τ ⊆ ∂∆} ⊔ {τ |τ ∈ P∗, τ 6⊆ ∆
′, τ ∩∆′ 6= ∅} ⊔ {τ |τ ⊆ ∆′}.
Remark 2.17. In the language of Gross-Siebert, we have refined the discrete Legendre
transform σ ↔ σˇ to (Σ∗, h∗)↔ (σˇ
o). This corresponds to a blow-up Xσ and a degeneration
of Xσˇ. See [Ru12], [GKR16] for an extension of this point of view.
Proof. Define h′∗ : ∆→ R by
h′∗(m) = − inf
n¯∈σˇo
〈n¯, (m, 1)〉;
this is also a convex piecewise linear function.
To prove (1), we need to show that in fact h∗ = h
′
∗. To see this, first note that for
m ∈ ∂∆ ∩M , there exists an n¯ ∈ σˇo ∩ N¯ such that 〈n¯, (m, 1)〉 = 0. Since 〈n¯′, (m, 1)〉 ≥ 0
for all n¯′ ∈ σˇ, we have h′∗(m) = 0. If m ∈ Int(∆) ∩ M , then 〈ρ, (m, 1)〉 = 1, while
〈n¯, (m, 1)〉 ≥ 1 for all n¯ ∈ σˇo ∩ N¯ , so 〈n¯, (m, 1)〉 ≥ 1 for all n¯ ∈ σˇo. Thus h′∗(m) = −1.
Now by construction, h∗ is clearly the largest convex function with these values on integral
points, so h′∗(m) ≤ h∗(m) for all m ∈ ∆.
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On the other hand, suppose ω ∈ P∗ is a maximal cell; then h∗|ω is represented by some
n¯ω ∈ NR ⊕ R on ω, identifying ω with ω × {1} ⊆ M¯R. By Assumption 2.4, ω contains a
standard simplex, and hence the integral points of Cone(ω)∩ (M ×{1}) span M¯ . Since h∗
only takes integral values on points of ∆∩M , we conclude that in fact n¯ω is integral, i.e.,
n¯ω ∈ N¯ . Now we observe that −n¯ω ∈ σˇ
o, as n¯ω 6= 0 and 0 ≥ h∗(m) ≥ 〈n¯ω, (m, 1)〉 for all
m ∈ ∆. So for m ∈ ω, h′∗(m) ≥ −〈−n¯ω, (m, 1)〉 = h∗(m). Thus h∗ = h
′
∗.
Because h∗ is strictly convex on Σ∗, we have Σ∗ = Σˇσˇo and the remainder of (2) follows
from what we discussed before the lemma.
Part (3) follows from the construction of h∗ which makes P∗ be the star subdivision of
∆ centered at ∆′. 
We now refine part (3) of the previous lemma and also prove some combinatorial facts
that we need later.
Lemma 2.18. (1) If Σˇ∆′ denotes the normal fan of ∆
′ in NR/∆
′⊥, the projection
NR → NR/∆
′⊥
induces a map of fans
pˇ∆∆′ : Σˇ∆ → Σˇ∆′ .
(2) There are natural maps
{τ |τ ⊆ ∂∆}
p1
∆∆′−→ {τ |τ ∈ P∗, τ 6⊆ ∆
′, τ ∩∆′ 6= ∅}
p2
∆∆′−→ {τ |τ ⊆ ∆′, dim τ < dim∆}.
Here p1∆∆′ is bijective and takes τ ⊆ ∂∆ to the unique cell τ
′ of P∗ with τ
′ 6⊆ ∆′,
τ ′ ∩∆′ 6= ∅, and τ ′ ∩ ∂∆ = τ . The map p2∆∆′ is surjective and takes τ
′ to τ ′ ∩∆′.
We define
p∆∆′ : {τ |τ ⊆ ∆} → {τ |τ ⊆ ∆
′}
to be the composition p2∆∆′◦p
1
∆∆′ on proper faces of∆, and p∆∆′(∆) = ∆
′. Explicitly,
for τ ⊆ ∆,
p∆∆′(τ) = Conv{p∆∆′(v)|v is a vertex of τ}
= ∆′ ∩
⋂k
i=1 {m ∈MR|〈m,nωi〉 = −ϕ∆(nωi) + 1}
where ωi are the maximal proper faces of ∆ containing τ . We have dim τ ≥
dim p∆∆′(τ). Moreover, pˇ∆∆′ is the composition of p∆∆′ with the bijections which
identify the set of faces of ∆, respectively ∆′, with the corresponding normal fan.
(3) The intersection of σˇo with Σˇ induces a subdivision P∂σˇo of ∂σˇ
o where each bounded
face is a standard simplex. Moreover, under the duality of Lemma 2.16,(2), at
most faces dual to τ ′ ⊆ ∆′ receive a refinement. For τ ′ ⊆ ∆′ and τˇ ′ ⊆ σˇo the
corresponding dual face, there is a natural inclusion reversing bijection
{τˇ ∈ P∂σˇo | Int(τˇ) ⊆ Int(τˇ
′) 6= ∅} ↔ p−1∆∆′(τ
′)
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where the simplex corresponding to τ ∈ p−1∆∆′(τ
′) has dimension d+ 1− dim τ .
Proof. For (1), first note that by Proposition 2.12, ϕ∆′ is piecewise linear and convex, but
not necessarily strictly convex, on the fan Σˇ∆. The maximal domains of linearity of ϕ∆′
define a fan Σˇ′ of not necessarily strictly convex cones in NR, and the fan Σˇ∆′ is then
obtained by dividing out each cone in Σˇ′ by ∆′⊥. This gives the map of fans pˇ∆∆′ of (1).
In particular, if τ ⊆ ∂∆ and τˇ is the corresponding cone of Σˇ∆, n ∈ τˇ , n 6= 0, we have that
〈n, ·〉 = −ϕ∆(n) is a supporting hyperplane of the face τ . The face of ∆
′ corresponding to
pˇ∆∆′(τˇ ) is then supported by the hyperplane 〈n, ·〉 = −ϕ∆′(n). In particular, if n ∈ Int(τˇ),
the image of n in NR/∆
′⊥ lies in the interior of pˇ∆∆′(τˇ). In this case, n defines a supporting
hyperplane of ∆ which intersects ∆ only in τ , and defines a supporting hyperplane of ∆′
which intersects ∆′ only in the face dual to pˇ∆∆′(τˇ ). This gives a surjective map from the
set of faces of ∆ to the set of faces of ∆′. Thus to prove (2), we just need to show that
this map is the map p∆∆′ described in (2).
To show this, we first need to show that for any τ ⊆ ∂∆, there is a unique τ ′ ∈ P∗ such
that τ ′ 6⊆ ∂∆ and τ ′ ∩ ∂∆ = τ . This will show bijectivity of p1∆∆′. Furthermore, we need
to show that τ ′ ∩∆′ is the face τ ′′ of ∆′ corresponding to pˇ∆∆′(τˇ ).
To show both these items, let n ∈ Int(τˇ) be chosen so that ϕK(n) = −1. Then the affine
linear function −〈n, ·〉 − ϕ∆(n) takes the value 0 on τ and is strictly negative on ∆ \ τ ,
while −〈n, ·〉 − ϕ∆′(n) takes the value 0 on τ
′′ and is strictly negative on ∆′ \ τ ′′. Since
ϕ∆′ = ϕ∆ + ϕK by Proposition 2.12, −〈n, ·〉 − ϕ∆(n) takes the value 0 on τ and the value
−1 on τ ′′. So
−〈n,m〉 − ϕ∆(n) = h∗(m) for m ∈ Conv(τ, τ
′′) =: τ ′,
−〈n,m〉 − ϕ∆(n) < h∗(m) for m ∈ ∆ \ τ
′
by the definition of h∗. Thus τ
′ ∈ P∗ and τ
′ ∩ ∂∆ = τ , τ ′ ∩∆′ = τ ′′, so τ ′ is as desired.
Finally, given a cell τ ′ ∈ P∗ with τ
′ ∩ ∂∆ = τ , τ ′ 6⊆ ∂∆, we need to show that τ ′ is as
constructed above. Indeed, there is an affine linear function −〈n, ·〉+c which coincides with
h∗ on τ
′ and is smaller than h∗ on ∆ \ τ
′. Then necessarily the hyperplane 〈n, ·〉 − c = 0
intersects ∆ precisely in the face τ , so this hyperplane is a support hyperplane for the face
τ . Thus n ∈ Int(τˇ ) and c = −ϕ∆(n). Furthermore, for −〈n, ·〉+ c to take the value −1 on
τ ′ ∩∆′, we must have ϕK(n) = −1. Thus τ
′ is as constructed in the previous paragraph.
The remaining statements of (2) follow easily from the above discussion.
For (3), by Prop. 2.1, we have
Σˇ = {{0},R≥0ρ} ∪ {τˇ |τ ⊆ ∂∆} ∪ {R≥0ρ+ τˇ |τ ⊆ ∂∆}
where τˇ = Cone(τ)⊥ ∩ σˇ. We claim that, for ω ∈ Σˇ,
σˇo ∩ ω = Conv((ω ∩ N¯)\{0}).
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(1, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0)
(−1, 0, 3)
(0,−1, 2)
(0, 0, 1)
Figure 7. Pσˇo for Example 2.6
Indeed, ω is a standard cone which, w.l.o.g, we may assume maximal. Say v0, v1, . . . , vd+1
are its primitive integral generators with v0 = ρ. Let v ∈ ∆ be the integral generator
of the ray dual to the cone generated by v1, . . . , vd+1. Then 〈(p∆∆′(v), 1), ·〉 = 1 con-
tains v0, . . . , vd+1 and is a supporting hyperplane of σˇ
o. Thus this hyperplane supports
Conv{v0, . . . , vd+1} as a face of σˇ
o ∩ ω. Since Conv((ω ∩ N¯) \ {0}) = {
∑
i λivi|
∑
i λi ≥ 1},
the claim follows.
Now Σˇ induces a subdivision of σˇo (resp. ∂σˇo) which we denote by Pσˇo (resp. P∂σˇo),
see Fig. 7. At most faces of σˇo which contain ρ are effected by the subdivision. By the
claim, the cells in P∂σˇo properly containing ρ are
{Conv{ρ, vτˇ1 , .., v
τˇ
rτˇ}|τ ⊆ ∂∆}
where vτˇ1 , . . . , v
τˇ
rτˇ denote the primitive integral generators of τˇ , the cone of Σˇ corresponding
to τ . Thus, these cells are in natural bijection with faces of ∆ (ρ itself corresponding to
∆). Note that under the duality of Lemma 2.16,(2), the face of σˇo dual to τ ( ∆ is an
unbounded face. Again by the claim, each such face has one bounded facet, which is
ωˇτ := Conv{v
τˇ
1 , . . . , v
τˇ
rτˇ}.
By the argument for (2) above, ωˇτ is dual to p
1
∆∆′(τ). In turn, the minimal face of σˇ
o
containing both ρ and ωˇτ is dual to p∆∆′(τ). This demonstrates the inclusion reversing
bijection. The dimension formula follows from duality and what we said already. 
The Newton polytope of w is given by
∆ˇ0 = ∆ˇ ∩ σˇ
o = Conv
(
{ρ} ∪ {(nτ , ϕ∆(nτ )) | τ ⊆ ∆ a codimension one face of ∆}
)
which is also the convex hull of the bounded faces of σˇo. Lemma 2.16 then implies
Lemma 2.19. We have dim ∆ˇ0 = d+2 for dim∆
′ > 0 and dim ∆ˇ0 = d+1 for dim∆
′ = 0.
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We set
(2.5) Wt = w−1(t) ∩ (C∗)d+2
where the overline denotes the closure in XΣ. Now, Wt is the strict transform of the
hypersurface of Xσ given by the same equation because the maps XΣ → XΣ∗ → Xσ
restricted to (C∗)d+2 give isomorphisms. So we may also take the closure (2.5) in XΣ∗
which we then denote by W ∗t . To complete the notation, let W¯t denote the closure of Wt
in XΣ¯ and W˜t the closure in P˜∆ˇ such that we have a diagram
W σt
_

W ∗t
oo
_

Wtoo
_

  // W¯t
_

W˜t
_

∼oo
Xσ XΣ∗oo XΣ
  //oo XΣ¯ P˜∆ˇ.
oo
(2.6)
Given τ ∈ P, let P∗(τ) denote the smallest cell of P∗ containing τ . For τ ∈ P∗, we set
∆ˇτ = ∆ˇ0 ∩ τˇ ,
where τˇ denotes the face of σˇo dual to τ .
Proposition 2.20. (1) For τ ∈ P∗, the Newton polytope of the hypersurface
8 V (τ) ∩
W ∗0 in V (τ) is ∆ˇτ . For v ∈ ∆
′ a vertex, the divisor W ∗0 ∩Dv is ample in Dv where
Dv ⊆ XΣ is the toric divisor corresponding to the ray Cone(v) ∈ Σ∗.
(2) The intersection of W¯t with every closed toric stratum in XΣ¯ is either empty or
smooth for t = 0 and t ∈ C general. For τ ∈ P, the Newton polytope of the
hypersurface V (τ) ∩W0 in V (τ) is ∆ˇP∗(τ).
(3) For t 6= 0, we have w−1(t) =Wt. For t = 0, we have
w−1(0) =W0 ∪
⋃
v∈Int(∆)∩M
Dv.
Furthermore, w−1(0) is normal crossings.
Proof. Consider the embedding of polyhedra ∆ˇ0 →֒ σˇ
o. First assume that dim∆′ > 0, so
that dim ∆ˇ0 = dim σˇ
o by Lemma 2.19. In view of Lemma 2.16,(2), for τ ∈ P∗, Cone(τ)
is the normal cone to a face of σˇo. From this embedding and the fact that every bounded
face of σˇo is also a bounded face of ∆ˇ0, we see that Cone(τ) is contained in a normal
cone of ∆ˇ0, equal to a normal cone of ∆ˇ0 provided that τ ⊆ ∆
′. Thus the embedding
of polytopes induces a morphism of toric varieties f : XΣ∗ → P∆ˇ0. On the other hand,
if dim∆′ = 0, then by Lemma 2.19 one sees that ∆ˇ0 is a face of σˇ
o, and the projection
M¯ → M¯/Zm for m the normal vector to the face ∆ˇ0 induces again a morphism of toric
varieties f : XΣ∗ → P∆ˇ0. In either case, W
∗
0 = f
−1(W∆ˇ0) for an ample hypersurface
8We use the notation V (τ) as shorthand for V (Cone(τ)).
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W0
S
D1
D2
Figure 8. The central fibre w−1(0) of the Landau-Ginzburg that hosts the
mirror dual of a genus two curve, cf. Fig. 3
W∆ˇ0 ⊂ P∆ˇ0 given by the same equation as W
∗
0 . Given τ ∈ P∗, its dual τˇ is a face of σˇ
o
and we have V (τ) = Pτˇ . The restriction of f to Pτˇ yields the natural map Pτˇ → Pτˇ∩∆ˇ0 .
This is an isomorphism if τ 6⊆ ∂∆. In any case, the Newton polytope of W ∗0 ∩ Pτˇ is
isomorphic to that of W∆ˇ0 ∩ Pτˇ∩∆ˇ0 which is τˇ ∩ ∆ˇ0 by ampleness of W∆ˇ0 . In particular,
W ∗0 ∩ Pτˇ is ample in Pτˇ if τ 6⊆ ∂∆.
We have shown (1) and will now deduce (2). The assertion that the Newton polytope
of V (τ) ∩ W0 is ∆ˇP∗(τ) follows from the fact that W0 is the pullback of W
∗
0 under the
map XΣ → XΣ∗ which takes a stratum V (τ) to V (P∗(τ)). Since the coefficients of W∆ˇ0
are assumed general, W∆ˇ0 is ∆ˇ0-regular. The remainder of (2) follows from the fact that
regularity is preserved under pullback, see [Bat94], Prop. 3.2.1, and the smoothness of XΣ¯
in a neighbourhood of the closure of Wt.
Finally, for (3), note that, for t 6= 0, Wt is the proper transform of the hypersurface
W σt in Xσ because W
σ
t is σ-regular, which is not true for W
σ
0 because the latter contains
the origin of Xσ. Since w
−1(0) is the total transform of W σ0 , isomorphic over the dense
torus, the irreducible components of w−1(0) different from W0 need to be toric divisors of
XΣ, the set of which is indexed by ∆ ∩M . The multiplicities may be computed locally as
follows: A standard fact of toric geometry says that the monomial z(n,r) vanishes to order
〈(n, r), (v, 1)〉 = 〈n, v〉 + r along Dv. In particular, if v 6∈ ∂∆, then for any (n, r) ∈ σˇ
o,
〈(n, r), (v, 1)〉 > 0, so all the monomials z(n,r) appearing in w vanish on Dv. Furthermore,
the monomial zρ vanishes to order 1 on Dv, so Dv ⊆ w
−1(0) and Dv appears with multiplic-
ity one. On the other hand, if v ∈ ∂∆, there is at least one monomial z(n,r) appearing in w
not vanishing on Dv. Moreover, all such non-vanishing monomials are linearly independent
after restriction to Dv. 
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Corollary 2.21. For τ ∈ P, τ ⊂ ∂∆, denoting by Tτ the torus orbit of XΣ corresponding
to Cone(τ), we have
w−1(t) ∩ Tτ ∼= H
codimP∗(τ)−1 × (C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ for t 6= 0,
w−1(0) ∩ Tτ ∼= H
codimP∗(τ)−2 × (C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ+1
where codimP∗(τ) = d+1−dimP∗(τ) and H
k denotes a k-dimensional handlebody, i.e.,
the intersection H ∩ (C∗)k+1 for a general hyperplane H in Pk+1.
Proof. Given τ as in the assertion then P∗(τ) is a proper face of ∆. By Prop. 2.20 and
Lemma 2.18,(3), ∆ˇP∗(τ), the Newton polytope of W
∗
0 ∩ TP∗(τ), is a standard simplex. It is
the convex hull of the primitive generators of the face of σˇ dual to the face Cone(P∗(τ))
of σ. Thus the Newton polytope of W ∗t ∩TP∗(τ) for t 6= 0 is Conv({0}∪ ∆ˇP∗(τ)). Checking
dimensions implies W ∗0 ∩TP∗(τ) = H
d−dimP∗(τ)−1×C∗ and W ∗t ∩TP∗(τ) = H
d−dimP∗(τ) for
t 6= 0. The assertion follows from the fact that the restriction of the map XΣˇ → XΣ∗ to Tτ
is a projection Tτ ∼= TP∗(τ) × (C
∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ → TP∗(τ) and w
−1(t) ∩ Tτ is the pullback
of W ∗t ∩ TP∗(τ) under this map. 
2.5. The intersection complex of w−1(0). Recall the following standard definition:
Definition 2.22. Let X =
⋃
i∈I Xi be a strictly normal crossings variety. The dual inter-
section complex ΓX of X is the simplicial complex with vertices the index set I and there
is one simplex 〈i0, . . . , ip〉 for every connected component of Xi0 ∩ · · · ∩Xip .
Proposition 2.23. The set of vertices of the dual intersection complex Γw−1(0) of w
−1(0)
is
(∆′ ∩M) ∪ {u}
where u represents W0. The precise structure of Γw−1(0) depends on dim∆
′:
(1) If dim∆′ ≤ d− 1 then Γw−1(0) is the cone over ∆
′. Precisely, the simplices are
{〈u〉} ∪ {〈v0, . . . , vp〉 | Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P} ∪ {〈v0, . . . , vp, u〉 | Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P}.
In particular, Γw−1(0) is topologically a ball of dimension dim∆
′ + 1.
(2) If dim∆′ = d then we have one simplex 〈u〉, one simplex 〈v0, . . . , vp〉 whenever
Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P, one simplex 〈v0, . . . , vp, u〉 whenever
Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P and Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ⊆ ∂∆
′,
and two simplices 〈v0, . . . , vp, u〉 whenever
Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P and Conv{v0, . . . , vp} 6⊆ ∂∆
′.
So topologically, Γw−1(0) is obtained by taking two cones over ∆
′ and gluing them
together along the boundary. In particular Γw−1(0) is a d+ 1-dimensional sphere.
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(3) If dim∆′ = d+ 1 then the simplices of Γw−1(0) are
{〈u〉} ∪ {〈v0, . . . , vp〉 | Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P}
∪{〈v0, . . . , vp, u〉 |Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ∈ P and Conv{v0, . . . , vp} ⊆ ∂∆
′}.
Thus Γw−1(0) is again a d+ 1-dimensional sphere.
Proof. By Proposition 2.20, the description of the vertices of Γw−1(0) is clear. Let
P∆′ := {ω ∈ P |ω ⊆ ∆
′}.
Clearly, for any cell ω ∈ P∆′ with vertices v0, . . . , vp, the toric stratum of XΣ determined
by Cone(ω) is just Dω := Dv0 ∩ · · · ∩ Dvp, hence 〈v0, . . . , vp〉 is a simplex in Γw−1(0). To
understand the remaining simplices, we just need to understand Dω ∩W0.
Consider the family of potentials
wt = tw + z
ρ.
Then w−1t (0) defines a toric degeneration of w
−1(0) as t → 0. In particular, recall that ρ
evaluates to 1 on each primitive generator of a ray in Σ and thus the zero locus of zρ is the
reduced union of all toric divisors in XΣ. Since by Prop. 2.20,(3), w
−1(0) already contains
those divisors corresponding to rays generated by v ∈ ∆′, we find that wt degenerates
the component W˜0 to the union of all toric divisors Dv with v ∈ ∂∆. In particular, this
degneration induces a linear equivalence W0 ∼
⋃
v∈∂∆Dv. Restricting this to Dω yields
Dω ∩W0 ∼
⋃
v∈∂∆
Dv ∩Dω.
We are interested in the number of connected components of this divisor class. Using the
combinatorial description on the right hand side, this number can be read off from the fan
of Dω. This fan is given by
Σ(ω) = {(Cone(τ) + RCone(ω))/RCone(ω) | τ ∈ P, ω ⊆ τ}
in M¯R/(RCone(ω)). For two polyhedra τ ⊆ τ
′ ⊆ M¯R (resp. in MR), we choose any point
x ∈ Int(τ) and write
Tττ
′ = {c(v − x) | c ∈ R≥0, v ∈ τ
′};
this is the tangent wedge to τ ′ along τ . Using this notation, we observe that the rays of
Σ(ω) which don’t correspond to a divisor Dv ∩Dω with v ∈ ∂∆ span
(TCone(ω) Cone(∆
′) + RCone(ω))/RCone(ω).
By standard toric geometry, the number of connected components of W0 ∩Dω is the same
as the number of connected components of
(M¯R/RCone(ω)) \
(
(TCone(ω) Cone(∆
′) + RCone(ω))/RCone(ω)
)
,
or equivalently, the number of connected components of MR \ Tω∆
′.
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This now gives the case-by-case description of Γw−1(0). If dim∆
′ ≤ d−1, i.e., codim(∆′ ⊆
MR) ≥ 2, then MR \ Tω∆
′ is connected and non-empty for all ω ∈ P∆′, so Γw−1(0) is just
a cone over ∆′ as described in item (1) of the statement of the Proposition.
If dim∆′ = d then, for ω ⊆ ∂∆′, MR \ Tω∆
′ is connected, and there is a unique simplex
of Γw−1(0) with vertices u and the vertices of ω. If ω ∈ P∆′, ω 6⊆ ∂∆
′ then MR \ Tω∆
′ has
two connected components. In this case, there are two simplices with vertices u and the
vertices of ω. This gives the description in item (2).
Finally, if dim∆′ = d+1 then if ω ⊆ ∂∆′, there is again a unique simplex of Γw−1(0) with
vertices u and the vertices of ω. On the other hand, if ω 6⊆ ∂∆′ then in fact Dv ∩Dω = ∅
for all v ∈ ∂∆, so Dω is disjoint from W0. (Equivalently, MR \ Tω∆
′ has zero connected
components.) 
3. Hodge numbers of hypersurfaces in projective toric varieties
In this section, we recall the results of Danilov and Khovanskii about the Hodge numbers
of a regular hypersurface in a non-singular toric variety. We will later compare this with
the Hodge numbers of the mirror of such a hypersurface.
We recall:
Definition 3.1. For a variety X , one defines the (p, q)-th and p-th Hodge-Deligne numbers
ep,q(X) =
∑
i
(−1)ihp,qH ic(X,C),
ep(X) =
∑
q
ep,q(X)
q=q′+k
i=p+q′
= (−1)p
∑
q′,k
(−1)q
′
hp,q
′+kHp+q
′
c (X,C).
We fix a polytope ∆ ⊆ MR as usual with dim∆ = dimMR = d + 1 and assume that it
comes with a polyhedral decomposition P into standard simplices. We also assume that
P∆ is a non-singular toric variety. Note that P∆ comes with the ample line bundle OP∆(1).
We pick a general section of this line bundle, defining a non-singular hypersurface Sˇ in P∆.
Proposition 3.2. (1) hp,q(Sˇ) = 0 unless p = q or p+ q = d.
(2) For τ ∈ P, let ∆(τ) be the minimal face of ∆ containing τ . Then
(−1)pep(Sˇ) =
∑
q
(−1)qhp,q(Sˇ) = −
∑
τ⊆∆
(−1)dim τ
(
dim τ
p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ∈P
(−1)dim τ
(
dim∆(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
)
(3) For 2p > d,
hp,p(Sˇ) = hp+1,p+1(P∆) = (−1)
p+1
∑
τ⊆∆
(−1)dim τ
(
dim τ
p+ 1
)
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h0,0
h1,1
. . . h0,dhd,0 . . .
hd,d
hd−1,d−1
...
...0
0
0
0
qp
mirror symmetry
axis
Figure 9. The Hodge diamond of Sˇ
and
hp,d−p(Sˇ) =
∑
τ∈P
(−1)d−p+dim τ
(
dim∆(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
)
.
Proof. This is just rewriting formulas of [DK86], 5.5. We begin with
∑
q
(−1)p+qhp,q(Sˇ) = (−1)p+1
∑
τ⊆∆
(−1)dim τ
(
dim τ
p+ 1
)
−
∑
ω⊆∆
(−1)dimωϕdimω−p(ω).
Here the sum is over all faces τ (resp. ω) of ∆, and
ϕi(ω) = (−1)
i
∑
j≥1
(−1)j
(
dimω + 1
i− j
)
l∗(jω)
with l∗(jω) the number of interior integral points in jω. Using P, we can compute this as
follows.
If τ is a standard i-dimensional simplex, then l∗(jτ) =
(
j − 1
i
)
. Thus, if ω is a face of
∆, we have
l∗(jω) =
∑
τ∈P
τ⊆ω,τ 6⊆∂ω
l∗(jτ) =
∑
τ∈P
τ⊆ω,τ 6⊆∂ω
(
j − 1
dim τ
)
.
We insert this in the above expression for ϕi(ω) and apply Prop. A.1,(1) to get
ϕi(ω) =
∑
τ∈P
τ⊆ω,τ 6⊆∂ω
(−1)i+dim τ+1
(
dimω − dim τ
dimω + 1− i
)
,
and we conclude (2). (1) follows from the Lefschetz theorem proved in 3.7 of [DK86],
and the formula for hp,p in (3) follows from that Lefschetz theorem and [DK86], 2.5. The
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formula for hp,d−p(Sˇ) then comes from (2) and the fact that (−1)pep(Sˇ) = (−1)php,p(Sˇ) +
(−1)d−php,d−p(Sˇ). 
The statements of [DK86], 1.6 and 1.8 give:
Theorem 3.3. For X = ⊔iXi a disjoint union and X, Y,Xi varieties, we have
(1) ep,q(X) =
∑
i e
p,q(Xi), in particular e
p(X) =
∑
i e
p(Xi),
(2) ep,q(X × Y ) =
∑
p1+p2=p
q1+q2=q
ep1,q1(X)ep2,q2(Y ), in particular
ep(X × Y ) =
∑
k e
p−k(X)ek(Y ).
We give a proof of a lemma that we will need later:
Lemma 3.4. Recall a handlebody Hk is the intersection of a general hyperplane in Pk+1
with (C∗)k+1. We have ep,q(Hk × (C∗)l) = 0 for p 6= q and
ep,p(Hk × (C∗)l) = (−1)p+k+l
((
k + l + 1
p+ 1
)
−
(
l
p+ 1
))
.
Proof. By [DK86], 1.10, ep,q((C∗)l) is zero for p 6= q and ep,p((C∗)l) = (−1)p+l
(
l
p
)
. Note
that ifH denotes a hyperplane in Pk+1 then we have the motivic sumH =
⊔k
i=0
(
k + 2
i+ 2
)
H i.
Since H ∼= Pk, by induction over k using Prop. A.1,(1), we get ep,q(Hk) = 0 for p 6= q and
ep,p(Hk) = (−1)p+k
(
k + 1
p+ 1
)
. The product formula Thm 3.3,(2) yields
ep(Hk × (C∗)l) =
∑
p1≥0
(−1)p1+k(−1)p−p1+l
(
k + 1
p1 + 1
)(
l
p− p1
)
and the assertion follows from Prop. A.1,(2). 
4. The mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of the vanishing cycles
We review the notion of the sheaf of vanishing cycles from [Del73] and the Hodge struc-
ture on its cohomology as given in [St75], [PS08].
4.1. Vanishing cycles of a semistable degeneration. We fix a proper map f : X¯ → D,
where D is the unit disk and f is smooth away from f−1(0). Consider the following diagram:
Y

i // X¯
f

˜¯X∗
koo //

D˜∗

{0} // D X¯∗oo
jY
aa❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
// D∗
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Here Y is the fibre over 0 ∈ D, i the inclusion, X¯∗ = X¯ \Y , D∗ = D \ {0}, D˜∗ the universal
cover of D∗ and ˜¯X∗ = X¯∗ ×D∗ D˜
∗ the pullback of the family X¯∗ → D∗ to D˜∗. The map jY
is the inclusion and the map k the projection ˜¯X∗ → X¯∗ followed by jY .
Definition 4.1. The functor ψf : D
+(X¯,Z) → D+(Y,Z) from the derived category of
sheaves of abelian groups on X¯ to the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on Y
is defined by, for F ∈ D+(X¯,Z),
ψf (F) = i
−1Rk∗(k
−1(F)).
This is the sheaf of nearby cycles of F . There is a natural map
sp : i−1F → ψf (F).
The cone of this map in D+(Y,Z) is φf(F), the sheaf of vanishing cycles of F .
For a complex of sheaves F , we denote by Hk(F) the k-th cohomology sheaf of the
complex, and put
Rkψf(F) := H
k(ψf (F)),
Rkφf(F) := H
k(φf(F)).
If g : X¯ → C is a proper map to a Riemann surface C and p ∈ C, we denote by ψg,p and
φg,p the above functors on the category of complexes of sheaves on g
−1(D) for a disk D
centered at p, small enough so that p is the only critical value of g in D. Clearly, the image
of the functor is independent of the size of the disk.
Theorem 4.2. Let f : X¯ → D be a proper morphism over a disk D, and suppose X ⊆ X¯
is an open subset such that, with D := X¯ \X flat over D, Y = f−1(0), D ∪ Y is a reduced
normal crossings divisor. Let jD : X → X¯ be the inclusion and
Y =
NY⋃
i=1
Yi and D =
ND⋃
i=1
Di
be the decomposition into irreducible components. We define the sheaf on X¯
CY 1 :=
NY⊕
i=1
CYi
where CYi denotes the (push-forward of) the constant sheaf on Yi with coefficients in C.
We define CDi and CD1 similarly. We set
C′Y 1∪D1 := coker
(
CY
(Diag,0)
−→ CY 1 ⊕ CD1
)
where Diag is the linear map sending 1 to ρ with ρi = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ NY . Then
(1) Rqψf(Rj
D
∗ CX) =
∧q
C′Y 1∪D1.
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Under the additional assumption of
(4.1) Sing(Y ) ∩D = ∅,
we have
(2) Rqφf(Rj
D
∗ CX) is supported on Sing(Y ) for q ≥ 0,
(3) Rqφf(Rj
D
∗ CX) =

0 if q = 0;∧qC′Y 1∪D1|Y \D if q > 0,
(4) Rqφf(Rj
D
∗ CX) = R
qφf(CX¯) for q ≥ 0.
Proof. For U ⊆ X¯ a small neighbourhood of a point p in Y , since Y ∪D is normal crossings,
U\(Y ∪ D) has the homotopy type of (S1)nY × (S1)nD where nY , nD are the numbers of
irreducible components of Y , resp. D, passing through p. We use the Eilenberg-Moore
spectral sequence to translate the Cartesian square
U
f

k−1(U)
koo

D D˜∗oo
into cohomology. The spectral sequence degenerates to the generalized Ku¨nneth formula
H•(k−1(U),Z) = H•((S1)nY ×(S1)nD ,Z)⊗H•(S1,Z) H
•(R,Z)
where the map H•(S1,Z) = Z[x]/x2 → H•(R,Z) = Z is given by sending x 7→ 0 and
H•(S1,Z) → H•((S1)nY ×(S1)nD ,Z) = (Z[y]/y2)⊗nY ⊗ (Z[d]/d2)⊗nD is given by x 7→ ρ =∑nY
i=1 1
⊗(i−1) ⊗ y ⊗ 1⊗nY+nD−i. Rewriting yields
Hq(k−1(U),C) = Hq(U,C)/(ρ) = Γ(U,
∧q
C′Y 1∪D1)
and proves a local version of (1). The global one follows by observing that each summand
of CY 1 and likewise CD1 is the first cohomology sheaf of an oriented S
1-bundle which is
thus the constant sheaf. Then also the (S1)k-bundle along a codimension k stratum splits
as a product of oriented S1-bundles. Part (2) follows from the fact that the adjunction
i−1RjD∗ CX → ψf(Rj
D
∗ CX) is a quasi-isomorphism outside of Sing(Y ) which can be seen
from (1). Part (3)-(4) follows from the fact that CX¯ → Rj
D
∗ CX is a quasi-isomorphism
away from D. 
Example 4.3. Applying this to the case of ¯ˇw : ¯ˇw−1(D) → D, we take D = X˜ ¯ˇΣ \XΣˇ. We
note that C′Y 1∪D1| ¯ˇw−1(0)∩XΣˇ is CSˇ, where Sˇ = D0 ∩ Wˇ0, in the notation of Proposition 2.8,
is a hypersurface in P∆. Thus
Rqφ ¯ˇw(Rj
D
∗ CX) =

0 if q 6= 1;CSˇ if q = 1.
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From this we conclude that
(4.2) Hq( ¯ˇw−1(0), φ ¯ˇw(Rj
D
∗ CX)) = H
q−1(Sˇ,C).
Most useful for the next sections is Thm. 4.2,(4) because it enables us to work with the
vanishing cycles of a compact degeneration which involves slightly less technology.
4.2. Mixed Hodge structure. Our goal in this section is to recall the definition of a
mixed Hodge structure on the hypercohomology groups of φfCX¯ . To do so, we shall
identify a cohomological mixed Hodge complex whose C-part is quasi-isomorphic to φfCX¯ .
The notion of a cohomological mixed Hodge complex is due to Deligne [DelTH], III. We
will always ignore the Z-module structure of these complexes, and will only be concerned
with Q-module structures. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to normalized ones in the sense
of [PS08], Rem. 3.15, i.e., with an explicit comparison pseudo-morphism β given as
(4.3) (K•Q,W )
β1
−→ (′K•C,W )
β2
←− (K•C,W, F )
where β2 is a filtered quasi-isomorphism and β1 become such after tensoring with C. A
map of cohomological mixed Hodge complexes is a map on all three terms compatible with
the βi.
Convention 4.4 (Indexing ofW ). Note that a mixed Hodge complex K• has the property
that GrWi H
j(K•) is pure of weight i+j. In particular non-trivial contributions in negative
W -weight may occur and the index i doesn’t give the (absolute) weight, just the weight
relative to j. Some authors therefore introduce a shift to the induced W -filtration on
Hj(K•) which we don’t do as we find this even more confusing. We would like to ask the
reader to keep this in mind.
Recall that to a filtered complex of sheaves K• on a topological space with increasing
filtration W one associates a spectral sequence E•(K
•,W ) with
(4.4) Ep,q1 (K
•,W ) = Hp+q(GrW−pK
•)⇒ Hp+q(K•).
To apply this to a complex with decreasing filtration F •, one sets Fn = F
−n.
We assume the setup and notation of §4.1 as given in Thm 4.2. In addition, we denote
by Y k the normalization of ∐
i1<···<ik
Yi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Yik
and by aYi the projection Y
i → X¯ . We are going to recall the construction of the mixed
Hodge structure on the hypercohomology of φf(CX¯) following [St75], [PS08]. This is done
by giving a map of cohomological mixed Hodge complexes resolving i−1CX¯ → ψfCX¯ .
Taking the mixed cone, we will then obtain a cohomological mixed Hodge complex resolving
φfCX¯ = Cone(CX¯ |Y → ψfCX¯).
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We have the increasing filtrations W Y defined on Ω•
X¯
(log Y ) by
W Yk Ω
p
X¯
(log Y ) = ΩkX¯(log Y ) ∧ Ω
p−k
X¯
.
Moreover, there is the Hodge filtration
F kΩ•X¯(log Y ) = Ω
•≥k
X¯
(log Y ).
Consider the double complex9
Ap,q = Ωp+q+1
X¯
(log Y )/W Yq Ω
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y ).
The first differential is the exterior derivation and the second differential is given by wedging
with dlog f = f ∗ dlog t, i.e., we fix a coordinate t of D. For a double complex C•,•, we
denote the total complex by C•. We have three filtrations on A• given by the rules
(4.5) WkA
r =
⊕
p+q=r
W Y2q+k+1Ω
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y )/W Yq Ω
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y )
and respectively in terms of the filtrations on Ar and Ωp+q+1
X¯
(log Y )/W Yq Ω
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y )
(4.6) W Yk =
⊕
p+q=r
W Yk+q+1 F
k =
⊕
p+q=r
F k+q+1.
The monodromy weight filtration W is the relevant filtration for the limiting mixed Hodge
structure. It is closely related to but doesn’t quite coincide with the pole order filtration
W Y . We have F kA•,• = A•≥k,•. The injection dlog f∧ : Ωp
X¯/D
(log Y ) ⊗ OY → A
p,0 turns
A•,• into a resolution of Ω•
X¯/D
(log Y )⊗OY . Note that by the residue isomorphism we have
(4.7) GrWk A
r =
⊕
p+q=r
2q+k+1>q
W Y2q+k+1Ω
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y )/W Y2q+kΩ
p+q+1
X¯
(log Y ) =
⊕
p+q=r
2q+k+1>q
Ωp−q−k
Y 2q+k+1
.
By [St75, Thm. 4.19], A• is the C-part of a cohomological mixed Hodge complex. There
is an endomorphism of this double complex ν : Ap,q → Ap−1,q+1 simply given by the natural
projection modulo W Yq+1. We have log T = 2πiν where T is the monodromy transform on
cohomology, see [PS08], Thm11.21 and Cor. 11.17. One finds ker(ν)• = W Y0 A
• with the
filtrations W and F induced from A•. The injection
sp : ker(ν)• → A•
is bifiltered. By [PS08], §11.3.1, ker(ν)• is a cohomological mixed Hodge complex com-
puting H•(Y,C). A useful description for the rational structure for A• was given in
[PS08], 11.2.6 using Illusie’s Koszul complex giving a (normalized) cohomological mixed
9Note that we adapt to the original notation by Steenbrink [St75]. The two indices p, q are swapped in
[PS08].
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Hodge complex (C•, A•, β). The inclusion of W Y0 gives a bifiltered injection of cohomolog-
ical mixed Hodge complexes
sp : (W Y0 C
•,W Y0 A
•,W Y0 β) →֒ (C
•, A•, β)
whose cokernel we denote by (C¯•, A¯•, β¯).
Theorem 4.5. (1) We have an exact sequence of cohomological mixed Hodge complexes
0→ (W Y0 C
•,W Y0 A
•,W Y0 β)
sp
−→ (C•, A•, β)→ (C¯•, A¯•, β¯)→ 0.
(2) The inclusion W Y0 A
• → A• is isomorphic to CY → ψfCX¯ in D
+(Y,Z) and thus A¯•
is isomorphic to φfCX¯ . This gives a mixed Hodge structure on H
i(Y, φfCX¯), and
the sequence in (1) turns the long exact sequence
· · · → H i(Y,C)→ Hi(Y, ψfCX¯)→ H
i(Y, φfCX¯)→ H
i+1(Y,C)→ · · ·
into an exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures.
(3) We have GrWk H
i(Y, ψfCX¯) = Gr
W
k H
i(Y, φfCX¯) for k ≥ 2.
Proof. Exactness in (1) is clear. That middle term is a cohomological mixed Hodge complex
is shown in [St75, Thm. 4.19] or [PS08, Thm. 11.22]. For the kernel and cokernel this works
very similar. It follows from the observation that after taking GrW they can be written as
a direct sum of shifted de Rham complexes on smooth varieties, see (4.7) for GrWk A
• and
we have
GrWk
(
W Y0 A
r
)
=
⊕
p+q=r
2q+k+1=q+1
Ωp−q−k
Y 2q+k+1
, GrWk A¯
r =
⊕
p+q=r
2q+k+1>q+1
Ωp−q−k
Y 2q+k+1
.
The first part of (2) is given in the discussion after Theorem 11.28 of [PS08], the remainder
of (2) is standard given (1). Since Y is compact, by [DelTH], III, 8.2.4, we have hp,qH i(Y ) =
0 for p+ q > i. This implies (3). 
Remark 4.6. Note that (1) can be generalized as follows. Joseph Steenbrink pointed out to
us that for a strict injection of filtered complexes with strict differentials (K•, F )→ (L•, F ),
if H i(K) → H i(L) is strict for each i, the filtered complex L/K has strict differentials.
Because maps of Hodge structures are automatically strict, this result can be used to
conclude that for an injection K → L of cohomological mixed Hodge complexes such that
GrW K → GrW L is a strict injection, we have that L/K is a cohomological mixed Hodge
complex. A similar result holds for the kernel of a surjection K → L.
Lemma 4.7. In the sense of (4.4), we consider the spectral sequence of (A¯•,W ), with
(4.8) E−k,m+k1 : H
m(X,GrWk A¯
•)⇒ Hm(X, A¯•).
We have
(1) The sequence (4.8) is degenerate at E2.
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(2) The Poincare´ residue map along Y induces an isomorphism
GrWk A¯
• =
⊕
q>−1,−k
GrW
Y
2q+k+1Ω
•
X(log Y )[1]
∼
→
⊕
q>−1,−k
Ω•Y 2q+k+1 [−2q − k].
(3) We thus have
Hm(X,GrWk A¯
•) =
⊕
q>−1,−k
Hm−2q−k(Y 2q+k+1,C)〈−q − k〉
where 〈·〉 denotes the Tate twist.
(4) The map d1 in (4.8) is given by d1 = δ − γ where
δ : H l(Y s,C)→ H l(Y s+1,C)
is the restriction map given as
(δα)|Yi1∩···∩Yis =
∑
j
(−1)j+1α|Yi1∩···Yˆij ···∩Yis
,
γ : H l(Y s,C)→ H l+2(Y s−1,C)
is the Gysin map, i.e., the Poincare´ dual of δ.
(5) We have Poincare´ duality for (4.8), i.e., if we set n = dimX, m′ = 2n −m − 2,
k′ = 2− k, we have an isomorphism
E−k,m+k1 = (E
−k′,m′+k′
1 〈n〉)
∗
which is compatible with the respective differentials d1 and d
∗
1. In particular, it also
holds when we replace E1 by E∞. We obtain
hp,qHi(Y, φfCX¯) = h
n−p,n−qH2n−2−i(Y, φfCX¯).
(6) We have Poincare´ duality also for E1(A
•,W ) which yields
hp,qHi(Y, ψfCX¯) = h
dimY−p,dimY−qH2 dimY−i(Y, ψfCX¯).
Proof. For (1) and (2), see, e.g., [PS08], Thm. 3.18 and §4.2, respectively. By (4.6), F iGrWk A¯
•
becomes F i+q+1 in the middle term of (2) and then F i−q−k on the right hand side of (2), thus
the Tate twist in (3) becomes clear. We deduce (4) from [PS08], §11.3.2, p. 280. For (5),
we apply Poincare´ duality to each summand in (3). For Z a compact manifold, Poincare´
duality means
H i(Z,C) = Hom(H2 dimZ−i(Z,C)〈dimZ〉,C).
Using dimY i = n− i, one remodels the resulting sum
E−k,m+k1 = (
⊕
q>−1,−k
H2n−2−m−2q−k(Y 2q+k+1,C)〈n− q − 1〉)∗
by replacing m, k, q by m′, k′ and q′ = q + k − 1. Part (6) goes along the same lines as
(5). 
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Figure 10. The E1 term with respect to the weight filtration of the spectral
sequence of the cohomology of the special fibre, nearby fibre and vanishing
cycles for the case of a degeneration of a compact threefold, with odd coho-
mologies indicated by dots.
5. The Hodge numbers of the mirror
Given M , N , MR, NR, ∆ ⊆ MR, a star-like triangulation P of ∆ consisting only of
standard simplices, we obtain data
w : XΣ → C
wˇ : XΣˇ → C
with compactifications
w¯ : P˜∆ˇ → P
1
¯ˇw : X˜ ¯ˇΣ → P
1
given by Propositions 2.9 and 2.8 respectively. We choose a small disk D ⊆ C ⊆ P1 with
center 0 ∈ C which does not contain any other critical values of w¯ or ¯ˇw, and consider the
restrictions
w¯ : w¯−1(D)→ D
¯ˇw : ¯ˇw−1(D)→ D
In the two cases, we have inclusions of open sets
jD : XΣ ∩ w¯
−1(D) ⊆ w¯−1(D),
jˇDˇ : XΣˇ ∩ ¯ˇw
−1(D) ⊆ ¯ˇw−1(D).
We have already identified Hq( ¯ˇw−1(0), φ ¯ˇw(Rjˇ
Dˇ
∗ CXΣˇ)) with H
q−1(Sˇ,C) in Ex. 4.3. It is not
hard to see that the usual Hodge structure from the Ka¨hler manifold Sˇ and that from the
vanishing cohomology construction, as given in the last section, coincide on Hq−1(Sˇ,C).
We can compute its Hodge numbers via the formulae in Prop. 3.2.
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We are now going to compute the Hodge numbers of Hq(w¯−1(0), φw¯(Rj
D
∗ CXΣ)) in order
to compare it to the former and to prove our main result. We apply the construction of
the last section and use its notation, i.e., X¯ = w¯−1(D), X = XΣ ∩ X¯ , w¯ : X¯ → D,
Y = w¯−1(0) =
NY⋃
i=1
Yi and D = X¯\X =
ND⋃
i=1
Di.
Indeed, by Lemma 2.20,(3) and simpliciality of Σ¯, Y ∪D is a normal crossing divisor.
We now proceed to the main calculation. Motivated by Def. 3.1, we set
ep(S,FS) = (−1)
p
∑
q,k
(−1)qhp,q+kHp+q(S,FS)
= (−1)p
∑
q,k
(−1)qhp+1,q+kHp+1+q(Y, A¯•).
Recall that W0 is the component of w
−1(0) which is not contained in any toric stratum
of XΣ, i.e., the unique component of Y which meets D. Let Y
i
tor ⊂ Y
i be the subset
of those components which are not contained in W˜0 and Y
i
ntor = Y
i \ Y itor. Note that
Y 1ntor = W˜0. For τ ∈ P, we denote by P∗(τ) the smallest cell of P∗ containing τ and by
Tτ ∼= (C
∗)d+1−dim τ the torus orbit in XΣ corresponding to Cone(τ). Analogously, we define
Tτ to be the torus orbit corresponding to τ ∈ P∗. Let P∆′, P∂∆′ and P∂∆ denote
10 the
induced subdivisions P∩∆′, P∩∂∆′ and P∩∂∆. Let P
[0]
∂∆′ denote the subset of vertices
of P∂∆′. For ω ∈ P∆′ , let Xω denote the toric variety defined by the fan along ω. Note
that dim Y k = d+ 2− k and dimXω = d+ 1− dimω, thus Xω ⊂ Y
dimω+1.
Lemma 5.1. We have
(1) Y k = Y ktor ⊔ Y
k−1
tor ∩ W˜0, i.e., Y
k
ntor = Y
k−1
tor ∩ W˜0,
(2) Y ktor =
∐
ω∈P∆′
k=dimω+1
Xω,
(3) Xω =
∐
τ∈P
τ⊃ω
Tτ for ω ∈ P∆′,
(4) Tτ ∩ W˜0 ∼= (C
∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ × (TP∗(τ) ∩W
∗
0 ) for τ ∈ P.
Proof. (1) follows from Prop. 2.23 and (2)-(4) are standard in toric geometry where (4)
uses the fact that w factors through XΣ → XΣ∗ . 
5.1. The duality for the p-th Euler characteristic.
Lemma 5.2. (1) For τ ⊆ ∆′, we have
(−1)dim τ =
∑
ω∈p−1
∆∆′
(τ)
(−1)dimω.
10We take ∂∆′ in the topology of ∆, e.g. ∂∆′ = ∆′ for dim∆′ < dim∆.
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(2) For a polytope τ with a simplicial polyhedral decomposition Pτ , we have
(−1)dim τ =
∑
ω∈Pτ
ω 6⊆∂τ
(−1)dimω.
(3) Let τ1 ∈ P∂∆, τ2 ⊆ ∂∆ with P∗(τ1) ⊆ τ2. We set
Pτ1,τ2 = {τ ∈ P|τ ∩ ∂∆ = τ1, τ ∩∆
′ 6= ∅, (p1∆∆′)
−1(P∗(τ)) = τ2}
and have∑
τ∈Pτ1,τ2
(−1)dim τ+1 =
{
(−1)dim τ1 P∗(τ1) = τ2
0 P∗(τ1) 6= τ2.
τ2
τ1
∆
′
∆
τ ∈ Pτ1,τ2
Proof. (1) This is an Euler characteristic calculation. Following the notation of Lemma
2.18, let τˇ ∈ Σˇ∆′ be the cone dual to the face τ . Let τˇ
′ denote the inverse image of τˇ under
the projection NR → NR/∆
′⊥. Then ω ∈ p−1∆∆′(τ) if and only if the corresponding cone
ωˇ ∈ Σˇ∆ satisfies ωˇ ⊆ τˇ
′, ωˇ 6⊆ ∂τˇ ′. Then∑
ωˇ∈Σˇ
ωˇ⊆τˇ ′,ωˇ 6⊆∂τˇ ′
(−1)dim ωˇ = χ(τˇ ′)− χ(∂τˇ ′) = 1− (1 + (−1)dim τˇ
′−1) = (−1)dim τˇ
′
.
Since dim ωˇ = dim∆−dim ω and dim τˇ ′ = (dim∆−dim∆′)+(dim∆′−dim τ), the desired
result follows.
(2) As above, this is just a computation of the Euler characteristic of τ \ ∂τ .
(3) The proof will use Mo¨bius inversion and be a variation of the proof of Lemma 3.5
in [KS10]. Recall that for any finite poset B, the incidence algebra consists of Z-valued
functions on {(a, b)|a, b ∈ B, a ≤ b} with the associative convolution product
(f ∗ g)(a, b) =
∑
a≤x≤b
f(a, x)g(x, b).
Its unit is δ which is non-zero only on {(a, a)|a ∈ B} where it takes value one. If ζ denotes
the function which is constant of value 1, then the Mo¨bius function µ is its inverse, i.e.,
(5.1) δ = ζ ∗ µ.
We set Bˆ = {0} ∪ B and let 0 ≤ a for all a ∈ B. For any function h : B → Z, we define
hˆ : Bˆ × Bˆ → Z as hˆ(a, b) = h(b) for a = 0, b ∈ B and hˆ(a, b) = 0 otherwise. Multiplying
(5.1) from the left by hˆ and restricting to {0} × B yields
(5.2) h(b) =
∑
x≤b
µ(x, b)g(x), where g(x) =
∑
a≤x
h(a)
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because gˆ = hˆ∗ ζ . We apply this to our setup. First note that by Lemma 2.16,(3), we have
for τ ∈ P that
τ ∩∆′ 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ τ ∩ Int(∆) 6= ∅.
We pick τ ′1 ∈ P∂∆, τˆ2 ∈ P∗ with τ1 ⊆ τ
′
1 ⊆ τˆ2 and τˆ2 ∩ Int(∆) 6= ∅. Let P|τˆ2 denote the
induced subdivision on τˆ2. The link of τ
′
1 ∈ P|τˆ2 is contractible and thus∑
τ∈P|τˆ2 ,τ
′
1(τ
(−1)dim τ−dim τ
′
1−1 = 1,
and hence ∑
τ∈P|τˆ2 ,τ⊇τ
′
1
(−1)dim τ+1 = 0.
We think of this as the value of the function g at τ ′1, where g is defined in (5.2) using the
poset {τ ′1 | τ
′
1 ∈ P|τˆ2 , τ
′
1 ⊆ ∂∆, τ1 ⊆ τ
′
1} under reverse inclusion and the function
h(τ ′1) =
∑
τ∈P|τˇ2 ,τ∩∂∆=τ
′
1
(−1)dim τ+1.
We then obtain as an expression for h(τ1) the identity
(5.3)
∑
τ∈P|τˆ2 ,τ∩∂∆=τ1
(−1)dim τ+1 = 0.
Next consider the poset B = {τˆ2 |P∗(τ1) ⊆ τˆ2, τˆ2 ∩ Int(∆) 6= ∅} under inclusion which has
a global minimal element b0 = p
1
∆∆′(P∗(τ1)). We define g : B ×B → Z by
g(b0, τˆ2) =
∑
τ∈P|τˆ2
,τ∩∂∆=τ1
τ∩Int(∆) 6=∅
(−1)dim τ+1,
which agrees with (−1)dim τ1 by (5.3), and we set g(a, b) = 0 for a 6= b0. We are interested
in ∑
τ∈P|τˆ2
,τ∩∂∆=τ1
τ∩Int(τˆ2) 6=∅
(−1)dim τ+1 = h(b0, τˆ2) = (g ∗ µ)(b0, τˆ2)
for τˆ2 = p
1
∆∆′(τ2). However, on {b0} × B, we have g = (−1)
dim τ1ζ . By (5.1) we thus get
h(b0, τˆ2) = (−1)
dim τ1δ(b0, τˆ2)
which completes the proof.

Lemma 5.3. For τ ∈ P, let Tτ denote the corresponding torus orbit in XΣ. We have
(−1)pep(Tτ ) = (−1)
d+1−dim τ
(
d+ 1− dim τ
p
)
.
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Moreover, for τ 6⊆ ∂∆, we have
(−1)pep(Tτ ∩ W˜0) = (−1)
d−dim τ
((
d+ 1− dim τ
p+ 1
)
−
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
))
+ Aτ,p.
Here, Aτ,p = 0 if τ 6⊆ ∂∆
′ and otherwise
Aτ,p =
∑
τˆ∈p−1
∆∆′
(P∗(τ))
(−1)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ+d+1−dim τˆ
((
dim τˆ − dim τ
p+ 1
)
−
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
))
.
Before we embark on the proof, note that the most simple form Tτ ∩ W˜0 could have
is a handlebody, i.e., the intersection of a general hyperplane with the open torus in the
projective space. This occurs for dimP∗(τ) = dim τ and Aτ,p = 0 in the above lemma. A
slightly more complicated shape of Tτ ∩ W˜0 is given for dimP∗(τ) 6= dim τ and Aτ,p = 0
where it is a product of a lower-dimensional handlebody with an algebraic torus. Finally,
Aτ,p 6= 0 accounts for a Tτ∩W˜0 which is a product of an algebraic torus with a decomposition
of handlebodies rather than with a single handlebody.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have ep((C∗)n) = (−1)p+n
(
n
p
)
. Since dimTτ = d + 1 − dim τ ,
this proves the first statement. Note that Tτ ∩W˜0 = ∅ if dimP∗(τ) = d+1 because TP∗(τ)
is a point in that case. So we may assume that τ 6⊆ ∂∆ and dimP∗(τ) < d+1. By Lemma
5.1, (4) and Thm. 3.3, (2),
(−1)pep(Tτ ∩ W˜0) = (−1)
p
p∑
k=0
ek((C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ )ep−k(TP∗(τ) ∩W
∗
0 ).
By [DK86], 4.4, for p ≥ 0, we have
(5.4) ep(TP∗(τ) ∩W
∗
0 ) = (−1)
p+aτ−1
(
aτ
p + 1
)
+ (−1)aτ−1ϕaτ−p(∆P∗(τ))
where aτ = d+ 1− dimP∗(τ), ∆P∗(τ) = Newton(TP∗(τ) ∩W
∗
0 ) and ϕi is defined as in the
proof of Prop. 3.2. For P∗(τ) 6⊂ ∆
′, by Lemma 2.18,(3) and Prop. 2.20, (1), we have that
∆P∗(τ) is an aτ -dimensional standard simplex and thus ϕi(∆P∗(τ)) = 0 for i ≤ aτ . In this
case, Tτ∩W˜0 ∼= H
aτ−1×(C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ , and Prop. 3.4 gives the result. The case τ ⊆ ∂∆′
is similar, with the first term on the right hand side of (5.4) giving the same contribution
as the previous case, and an additional possible contribution from ϕaτ−p(∆P∗(τ)). We
compute this term using Lemma 2.18 and the formula for ϕi given in the proof of Prop. 3.2
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as follows:
(−1)p
∑
k≥0
ek((C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ )(−1)aτ−1ϕaτ−p+k(∆P∗(τ))
=
∑
k≥0
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ
k
) ∑
τˆ∈p−1
∆∆′
(P∗(τ))
(−1)mτ,τˆ
(
aτ − (d+ 1− dim τˆ )
aτ + 1− (aτ − p+ k)
)
where (−1)mτ,τˆ = (−1)p(−1)k+dimP∗(τ)−dim τ (−1)aτ−1+aτ−p+k+(d+1−dim τˆ)+1 simplifies to
mτ,τˆ = dimP∗(τ) − dim τ + (d + 1 − dim τˆ ). To obtain Aτ,p, we need to subtract the
k = p+ 1 term from the above which is
∑
τˆ∈p−1
∆∆′
(P∗(τ))
(−1)mτ,τˆ
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
)
.
Using Prop. A.1,(2), yields Aτ,p as given in the assertion. 
Recall from the introduction that FS = φw¯,0Rj∗CXΣ[1] where the filtrations are shifted
by
F iFkS = F
i+1A¯k+1, WiF
k
S = Wi+1A¯
k+1.
This implies
Lemma 5.4. hp,qHi(S,FS) = h
p+1,q+1Hi+1(Y, φw¯,0Rj∗CX).
Theorem 5.5. We have that
(1) Poincare´ duality holds for hp,qHi(S,FS), i.e.,
hp,qHi(S,FS) = h
d−p,d−qH2d−i(S,FS),
(2) ep(S,FS) =
∑
i,j≥0(−1)
i+jep−i(Y 2+i+j),
(3) ep(Sˇ) = (−1)ded−p(S,FS).
Proof. (1) Using Lemma 4.7,(5), we get
hp,qHi(S,FS) = h
p+1,q+1Hi+1(Y, A¯•)
= hd+2−(p+1),d+2−(q+1)H2d+2−(i+1)(Y, A¯•) = hd−p,d−qH2d−i(S,FS).
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(2) The Euler characteristic can be computed as an alternating sum of dimensions of
the terms in the E1 term of (4.8). We use Lemma 4.7,(3) to get
(−1)pep(S,FS)
=
∑
q
(−1)q
∑
k
hp,q+kHp+q(S,FS)
=
∑
q
(−1)q
∑
k
hp+1,q+kHp+1+q(X,GrWk A¯
•)
=
∑
q
(−1)q
∑
k
∑
q′>−1,−k
hp+1,q+kH(p+1+q)−2q
′−k(Y 2q
′+k+1,C)〈−q′ − k〉
=
∑
q
(−1)q
∑
k
∑
q′>−1,−k
hp+1−q
′−k,q−q′(Y 2q
′+k+1).
Note that {(q′, k)|q′ > −1,−k} and {(j, 1 + i− j)|i, j ≥ 0} define the same subsets of Z2,
we may thus reorganize the sum via k = 1 + i− j, q′ = j to get
(−1)pep(S,FS) =
∑
q≥0
(−1)q
∑
i,j≥0
hp+1−j−(1+i−j),q−j(Y 2j+(1+i−j)+1)
=
∑
i,j≥0
(−1)p−i+jep−i(Y 2+i+j).
(3) By (2) and Lemma 5.1,(1), we have
ed−p(S,FS) =
∑
i,j≥0
(−1)i+jed−p−i(Y 2+i+j)
=
∑
i,j≥0
(−1)i+jed−p−i(Y 2+i+jtor )
+
∑
i,j≥0
(−1)i+jed−p−i(Y 1+i+jtor ∩ W˜0).
Using Lemma 5.1,(2) and setting 2+ i+ j = dimω+1 in the first and 1+ i+ j = dimω+1
in the second sum allows us to continue the equality as
=
∑
ω∈P
∆′ \P
[0]
∆′
0≤i≤dimω−1
(−1)dimω−1ed−p−i(Xω) +
∑
ω∈P
∆′
0≤i≤dimω
(−1)dimωed−p−i(Xω ∩ W˜0)
and by Lemma 5.1,(3), as
=
∑
τ∈P
ω⊆τ∩∆′
0≤i≤dimω−1
(−1)dimω−1ed−p−i(Tτ ) +
∑
τ∈P
ω⊆τ∩∆′
−1≤i≤dimω−1
(−1)dimωed−p−i−1(Tτ ∩ W˜0).
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Note that, using Prop. A.1,(1), for any simplex τ and i ≥ −1, we have
∑
ω⊆τ
dimω≥i+1
(−1)dimω =
dim τ∑
j=i+1
(−1)j
(
dim τ + 1
j + 1
)
= (−1)i+1
(
dim τ
i+ 1
)
which we insert above to have
ed−p(S,FS) =
∑
τ∈P
0≤i≤dim τ∩∆′−1
(−1)i
(
dim τ ∩∆′
i+ 1
)
ed−p−i(Tτ )
+
∑
τ∈P
−1≤i≤dim τ∩∆′−1
(−1)i+1
(
dim τ ∩∆′
i+ 1
)
ed−p−i−1(Tτ ∩ W˜0).
(5.5)
We apply Lemma 5.3 and Prop. A.1,(2), and obtain
(−1)ped−p(S,FS) = C1 + C2 + C3 + C4
where
C1 =
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
(−1)dim τ+1
(
d+ 1− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆′
d− p+ 1
)
C2 =
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
(−1)dim τ
(
d+ 1− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆′
d− p+ 1
)
−
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
dimP∗(τ)<d+1
(−1)dim τ
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆
′
d− p+ 1
)
C3 =
∑
τ∈P
P∗(τ)⊆∂∆′
τˆ∈p−1
∆∆′
(P∗(τ))
(−1)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ+1−dim τˆ
((
dim τˆ
d− p+ 1
)
−
(
dimP∗(τ)
d− p+ 1
))
C4 =
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
(−1)dim τ
(
d+ 1− dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
dimP∗(τ)=d+1
(−1)dim τ+1
(
d+ 1− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆′
d− p+ 1
)
.
Here C1 is the first term of the right-hand-side of (5.5), along with an additional contribu-
tion for i = −1; this latter contribution is cancelled by the first term of C4. The expression
for C2 comes from the second term of (5.5), using Lemma 5.3, without taking into account
the term Aτ,p in that lemma. However, the first sum of C2 includes a contribution from
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cells τ with dimP∗(τ) = d + 1, for which e
d−p−i−1(Tτ ∩ W˜0) = 0. The second term in C4
cancels this contribution. Finally, the Aτ,p term is accounted for in C3.
The first sum of C2 cancels with C1, the deeper reason for this being the Lefschetz
hyperplane theorem. Using Lemma 5.2,(2), the second sum of C2 can be written as
∑
τ∈P∂∆′
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dimP∗(τ)
d− p+ 1
)
+ C ′2
=
∑
τ⊂∂∆′
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+ C ′2
where
C ′2 =
∑
τ∈P\P
∆′
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
dimP∗(τ)<d+1
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆
′
d− p+ 1
)
We apply Lemma 5.2,(2) and (1) successively to C3 to get
C3 =
∑
ω⊆∂∆′
τ∈p−1
∆∆′
(ω)
(−1)dim τ+1
((
dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
−
(
dimω
d− p+ 1
))
=
∑
τ⊆∆
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ⊂∂∆′
(−1)dim τ
(
dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+ δdim∆
′
dim∆ (−1)
dim∆
(
dim∆
d− p+ 1
)
where δ denotes the Kronecker symbol. This last term arises because if dim∆′ = dim∆,
then ∂∆′ 6= ∆′, and hence ∆ 6∈ p−1∆∆′(ω) for any ω ⊆ ∂∆
′. Using Lemma 5.2,(2), we rewrite
the part of the second sum of C4 involving those τ with τ ⊆ ∆
′ as
∑
τ∈P
∆′
dimP∗(τ)=d+1
(−1)dim τ+1
(
d+ 1− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆′
d− p+ 1
)
= δdim∆
′
dim∆ (−1)
dim∆′+1
(
dim∆′
d− p+ 1
)
.
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Putting all transformations together in the previous order, after term pair cancellations in
(C1, C2), (C2, C3) and (C3, C4), we obtain
(−1)ped−p(S,FS) =
∑
τ∈P\P
∆′
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
dimP∗(τ)<d+1
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆
′
d− p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ⊆∆
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ∈P
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
(−1)dim τ
(
d+ 1− dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
+
∑
τ∈P\P
∆′
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
dimP∗(τ)=d+1
(−1)dim τ+1
(
d+ 1− dim τ + dim τ ∩∆′
d− p+ 1
)
.
Recall that ∆(τ) denotes the smallest face of ∆ containing τ ∈ P. Note that since ∆′
contains all lattice points in the interior of ∆, dim∆(τ) = d+1 is equivalent to τ ∩∆′ 6= ∅,
so the third sum becomes
∑
τ∈P
τ 6⊆∂∆
(−1)dim τ
(
dim∆(τ)− dim τ
d− p+ 1
)
.
For τ ∈ P\P∆′ with τ ∩∆
′ 6= ∅, we have dim τ = dim τ ∩ ∂∆ + dim τ ∩∆′ + 1. We can
unite the first and fourth sum and write this as
∑
τ∈P\P
∆′
τ∩∆′ 6=∅
(−1)dim τ+1
(
dimP∗(τ)− dim τ ∩ ∂∆− 1
d− p+ 1
)
=
∑
τ ′∈P∂∆
τˆ∈P∗,τˆ⊇P∗(τ ′)
τˆ∩∆′ 6=∅
(
dim τˆ − dim τ ′ − 1
d− p+ 1
) ∑
τ∈P
P∗(τ)=τˆ
τ∩∂∆=τ ′
(−1)dim τ+1.
(5.6)
In order to apply Lemma 5.2,(3), we identify
Pτ ′,(p1
∆∆′
)−1(τˆ ) = {τ ∈ P|P∗(τ) = τˆ , τ ∩ ∂∆ = τ
′}
and obtain ∑
τ∈P
P∗(τ)=τˆ
τ∩∂∆=τ ′
(−1)dim τ+1 =
{
(−1)dim τ
′
P∗(τ
′) = (p1∆∆′)
−1(τˆ )
0 otherwise.
Thus, the non-trivial case coincides with τˆ = p1∆∆′(P∗(τ
′)) such that the sum on the right-
hand-side of (5.6) can be reduced to a sum over τ ′ ∈ P∂∆ by using dim p
1
∆∆′(P∗(τ
′)) =
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dimP∗(τ
′) + 1. Identifying P∗(τ
′) = ∆(τ ′) for τ ′ ∈ P∂∆ and comparing the results with
Prop. 3.2,(2), we get
(−1)d−ped−p(Sˇ) = (−1)ped−p(S,FS)
and by Poincare´ duality for Sˇ, we have ed−p(Sˇ) = ep(Sˇ) which finishes the proof. 
5.2. A vanishing result. By the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, hp,q(Sˇ) = 0 unless p = q
or p+ q = d. In this section, we prove that the corresponding mirror dual Hodge numbers
also vanish. We recall the notation from (2.6). We will often drop the coefficient ring C
from a cohomology group, writing Hk(T ) instead of Hk(T,C) for a variety T .
Theorem 5.6. Let Z be a smooth hypersurface in (C∗)k given by a Laurent polynomial
whose Newton polytope is k-dimensional. Then hp,qH i(Z) = 0 unless either i < dimZ and
i = 2p = 2q or i = dimZ and p + q ≥ i.
Proof. For a smooth affine variety, H i(Z) = 0 for i > dimZ anyway. For a smooth variety
Z, hp,qH i(Z) = 0 for p + q < i (see e.g., [PS08], Thm. 5.39). The remaining statements
follow from the Lefschetz-type theorem of [DK86], Prop. 3.9. 
Let D˜ denote the complement of the dense torus in P˜∆ˇ. By Lemma 2.20,(3) and the
simpliciality of Σ¯, W˜0∩D˜ is a normal crossing divisor in W˜0. We denote by W˜0∩D˜
• = (W˜0∩
D˜)• the associated semi-simplicial scheme (with (W˜0 ∩ D˜)
0 = W˜0). Let δ
W˜0∩D˜ : Hk(W˜0 ∩
D˜i) → Hk(W˜0 ∩ D˜
i+1) denote the differential and augmentation of the cohomological
complex associated to the semi-simplicial scheme (W˜0 ∩ D˜)
• and let γW˜0∩D˜ be its Poincare´
dual, the Gysin map.
Lemma 5.7. (1) There is a sequence
· · · → Hp−i,q−i(W˜0 ∩ D˜
i)
−γW˜0∩D˜
−→ · · ·
−γW˜0∩D˜
−→ Hp−1,q−1(W˜0 ∩ D˜
1)
−γW˜0∩D˜
−→ Hp,q(W˜0)→ 0.
For p 6= q and dim∆′ > 0, the sequence is exact at every term except possibly at
Hp−i,q−i(W˜0 ∩ D˜
i) where p+ q − 2i = dim W˜0 ∩ D˜
i = d+ 1− i.
(2) For p 6= q, there is a sequence
· · · → Hp−i,q−i(W˜0 ∩ Y
i
tor)
−γYntor
−→ · · ·
−γYntor
−→ Hp−1,q−1(W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor)
−γYntor
−→ Hp,q(W˜0)
where each map is an alternating sum of Gysin maps given by projecting −γ in
Lemma 4.7,(4), to Y •ntor. When replacing the last term by the image of the last
map, the resulting sequence is a direct summand of the sequence in (1) and thus
it is exact at every term except possibly at Hp−i,q−i(W˜0 ∩ Y
i
tor) where p + q − 2i =
dim W˜0 ∩ Y
i
tor = d+ 1− i. Moreover, if dim∆
′ = 0 then it is exact everywhere for
every p, q.
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Proof. The sequence in (1) can be derived from the weight spectral sequence of the co-
homological mixed Hodge complex with complex part Ω•
W˜0
(log(W˜0 ∩ D˜)) computing the
mixed Hodge structure on Ha+b(W˜0 \ (W˜0 ∩ D˜)). It is
(5.7) Ea,b1 = H
a+b(W˜0,Gr
W D˜
−a Ω
•
W˜0
(log(W˜0 ∩ D˜)))⇒ H
a+b(W˜0 \ (W˜0 ∩ D˜)).
Using the residue map, in terms of the fan Σ¯, this becomes
Ea,b1 =
⊕
τ∈Σ¯
dim τ=−a
H2a+b(V˜ (τ) ∩ W˜0),
where V (τ) denotes the closure of the orbit corresponding to τ and V˜ (τ) denotes its inverse
image under the blowup P˜∆ˇ → XΣ¯. The differential d1 = −γ
W˜0∩D˜ is given explicitly in
[PS08], Prop. 4.10 as the (twisted) Gysin map. Setting a = −i, b = p+ q gives the sequence
in the assertion. By Lemma 2.19, we have
dim ∆ˇ0 6= d+ 2 ⇐⇒ dim ∆ˇ0 = d+ 1 ⇐⇒ dim∆
′ = 0,
so we assume dim ∆ˇ0 = d+ 2. We have
Ea,b∞ = E
a,b
2 = Gr
W
−aH
a+b(W˜0\(W˜0 ∩ D˜)).
The exactness follows if we show that
(5.8) hp
′,q′ GrW−aH
a+b(W˜0\(W˜0 ∩ D˜)) = 0 for p
′ 6= q′
unless a + b = d + 1. This follows directly from W˜0 \ (W˜0 ∩ D˜) = W¯0 \ (W¯0 ∩ D¯) and
Thm. 5.6, where D¯ is the toric boundary in XΣ¯.
To prove (2), we set
A = {τ ∈ Σ¯|τ = Cone(τ1), τ1 ∈ P, τ1 6⊆ ∆
′, τ1 6⊆ ∂∆}.
Note that V˜ (τ) = V (τ) for τ ∈ A. Prop. 2.20,(2), implies that for τ ∈ A, W˜0 ∩ V (τ)
is the pullback of a projective space under a toric blowup. Hence Hp,q(W˜0 ∩ V (τ)) = 0
for p 6= q and τ ∈ A. Moreover, supp Σ¯\ supp({Int(τ)|τ ∈ A} ∪ {0}) has two connected
components. We focus on the component of cones contained in Cone(∆′). As a summand
of the sequence in (1), we get the desired sequence
· · · →
⊕
τ∈Σ¯∩Cone(∆′)
dim τ=i
Hp−i,q−i(V (τ)∩W˜0)→ · · · →
⊕
τ∈Σ¯∩Cone(∆′)
dim τ=1
Hp−1,q−1(V (τ)∩W˜0)→ H
p,q(W˜0)
by identifying Y itor =
∐
τ∈Σ¯∩Cone(∆′)
dim τ=i
V (τ).
We now treat the case dim∆′ = 0 separately by a different proof. The projection
πCone(∆′) in Prop. 2.9,(2) induces a projection
W¯0 → W¯0 ∩DCone(∆′) = Y
2
ntor
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for which the inclusion Y 2ntor → W¯0 provides a section. Hence, the pullback by the inclusion
is surjective on cohomology and thus its dual, the Gysin map H i−2(Y 2ntor)→ H
i(W¯0), is an
injection. Since Y 1ntor = W˜0 is a blowup of W¯0, we may compose the above injection with
the injection H i(W¯0)→ H
i(Y 1ntor). This composition is indeed −γ
Yntor . 
Proposition 5.8. We have
(1) hp,q+kHp+q(S,FS) = h
p+1,q+k+1Hp+q+1(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯) for k ≥ 1,
(2) hp,q+kHp+q(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯) = 0 unless p+ q = d+ 1 or k = 0,
(3) hp,q+kHp+q(S,FS) = 0 unless p + q = d or p− q = k = 0.
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 5.4 and Thm. 4.5,(3). By Poincare´ duality, Lemma 4.7,(6),
it suffices to prove the vanishing in (2) for p+ q > d+1 and k 6= 0. Choose t0 ∈ C with |t0|
sufficiently small so that 0 is the only critical value of w¯ in the closed disk with radius |t0|.
Note that W¯t0 := w¯
−1(t0) is a Σ¯-regular hypersurface as argued in the proof of Prop. 2.9.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.7,(1), we have an exact sequence
⊕
τ∈Σ¯
dim τ=1
Hb−2(V˜ (τ) ∩ W˜t0)→ H
b(W˜t0)→ Gr
W
0 H
b(W¯t0\(W¯t0 ∩ D¯))→ 0.
Let T denote the monodromy operator for w¯ around 0. Then T and N = log T operate on
this sequence. Note that it suffices to show thatN is trivial onHb(W˜t0) for b > d+1 because
this group is isomorphic to Hb(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯) and triviality of N implies the monodromy
weight filtration (which coincides with weight filtration of the mixed Hodge structure [PS08,
§11.2.4,§11.2.5]) is concentrated in weight 0, i.e.,
Hb(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯) = Gr
W
0 H
b(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯)
and hence all Hodge numbers hp,q+kHp+q(Y, ψw¯,0CX¯) for k 6= 0 (and p+ q > d+ 1) vanish.
So let us show N is trivial. By Thm. 5.6, GrW0 H
b(W¯t0\(W¯t0 ∩ D¯)) = 0 for b > d+1, so we
only need to show that N is trivial on Hb−2(V˜ (τ) ∩ W˜t0). It suffices to show the triviality
on Hb−2(V (τ) ∩ W¯t0). We show that w¯|V (τ) is constant if τ 6∈ Σ. Recall that the pencil
defined by w¯ as a family of sections of φ∗OP∆ˇ(1) (where φ : XΣ¯ → P∆ˇ is the resolution) is
w¯(t) = t · z0 + cρz
ρ +
∑
ω⊂∆
cωz
(nω ,ϕ∆(nω))
and z0 vanishes on D∞ = XΣ¯\XΣ. We have V (τ) ⊆ D∞ if τ 6∈ Σ, so indeed w¯ is
constant on such V (τ). Now let us assume that τ ∈ Σ\{0}. The Newton polytope of
W¯ τt := w¯
−1(t) ∩ V (τ) is a proper face of ∆ˇ supported by the hyperplane τ⊥. It contains
0 and thus by the smoothness assumption of P∆, this face generates the standard cone
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τ⊥ ∩ σˇ ⊆ ∂σˇ. For each t, there is a diagram
XΣ¯

V (τ)

? _oo W¯ τt

? _oo
P∆ˇ P∆ˇ∩τ⊥
? _oo W τt?
_oo
where the first vertical map is birational, the second and third vertical maps have toric
fibres, the horizontal maps are closed embeddings, the squares are pullback diagrams,
P∆ˇ∩τ⊥
∼= Pdim ∆ˇ∩τ
⊥
and W τt is a hyperplane section in the latter. The fibres of the vertical
maps over closed points of W τt are toric varieties. In particular, W
τ
t0
is a ∆ˇ ∩ τ⊥-regular
hypersurface and thus has a disjoint decomposition in handlebodies of different dimensions
induced from the intersection with the toric strata in P∆ˇ∩τ⊥ . Since handlebodies as well
as toric varieties have Hodge structures concentrated in degrees (p, q) with p = q (see
Lemma 3.4), this also holds for W¯ τt0 which inherits a decomposition in products of handle-
bodies and toric varieties. The monodromy theorem, e.g., [PS08], Cor. 11.42, implies that
N operates trivially on H•(W¯ τt0).
We now show (3). Note that (1) and (2) and the Poincare´ duality of Lemma 4.7,(5),
imply the vanishing for k 6= 0. It suffices to show it for the case where k = 0, p + q > d
and p 6= q. We use Lemma 5.4 and work with A¯•, i.e., we want to show
hp+1,q+1Hp+q+1(Y, A¯•) = 0
for p+ q > d. Recall that Lemma 4.7 provides us with a sequence
· · · → WE
−k,m+k
1
d1−→ WE
−(k−1),(m+1)+(k−1)
1 → · · ·
which becomes
· · · →
⊕
q˜>−1,−k
Hm−2q˜−k(Y 2q˜+k+1)
d1−→
⊕
q˜>−1,−(k−1)
Hm−2q˜−k+2(Y 2q˜+k)→ · · ·
We have dimY i = d+2−i, soHj(Y i) = 0 for 2i+j > 2d+4 and in particularHm−1(Y i) = 0
for i > d+2− (m−1)/2. We fix m. Because d1 splits up as d1 = δ−γ, the above sequence
is the total complex of the double complex
Hm−1(Y 2)
δ //
k=1
· · · // Hm−1(Y d+1−(m−1−i)/2)) //
k=2−d+(m−1−i)/2
Hm−1(Y d+2−(m−1−i)/2)
Hm−3(Y 3)
−γ
OO
// Hm−3(Y 4) //
OO
· · · // Hm−3(Y d+3−(m−1−i)/2)
OO
...
OO
k=(m−1−i)/2
...
OO
...
OO
H i(Y 2+(m−1−i)/2)
δ //
−γ
OO
H i(Y 3+(m−1−i)/2) //
OO
· · · // H i(Y d+2)
OO
k=1−d+(m−1−i)
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concentrated in a rectangle and with i = 1 if m is even and i = 0 otherwise. Here the main
diagonal (marked as k = 1) gives E−1,m+1, with other diagonals giving E−k,(m−k+1)+k for
various k. We set m = p+ q + 1 > d+ 1. Note that GrW1 H
p+q+1(Y, A¯•) is the cohomology
group by the total differential at the main diagonal. Since m > d+1, the rectangle extends
more in the −γ-direction than it does in the δ-direction. We restrict this double complex
to the off-diagonal Hodge classes, i.e., we write
⊕
p′ 6=q′H
p′,q′ in front of each term. There is
no ambiguity here because the Hodge structure of each term is pure and maps are strictly
compatible with these. We then compute the cohomology of this restricted double complex
with respect to δ − γ using the spectral sequence whose E0-term has differential −γ and
claim that E2|k=1 = 0. This will finish the proof of (3).
For p′ 6= q′, Hp
′,q′(Y itor) = 0 because toric varieties have no off-diagonal Hodge classes
and thus Hp
′,q′(Y i) = Hp
′,q′(Y intor). All columns are exact at k = 1 by Lemma 5.7,(2).
Indeed W˜0 ∩ Y
i
tor = Y
i+1
ntor and since
dim W˜0 ∩ Y
2q˜+1
tor = d− 2q˜ < p + q − 2q˜ = m− 1− 2q˜
by p+q > d, the exceptional cases lie strictly below the main diagonal. We have thus shown
that E1|k=1 = 0 away from the top left corner, i.e., away from
⊕
p′+q′=m−1
p′ 6=q′
Hp
′,q′(Y 2ntor). We
claim that E2|k=1 = 0 at this term. This is equivalent to the map on the cokernels of
the two top left vertical arrows induced by δ being an injection. Using the exactness of
Lemma 5.7,(2), this is equivalent to the injectivity of
(5.9) (im γ) ∩Hm+16= (W˜0)
δ
−→ (im γ) ∩Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor).
where we have used the short notation Hb6= for
⊕
p′ 6=q′ H
p′,q′Hb. By Lemma 5.7,(1) and
Poincare´ duality, we have an injection
Hm+16= (W˜0)
δW˜0∩D˜
−→ Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ D˜
1).
We can’t directly deduce the injectivity in (5.9) from this because δ = πYntor ◦ δ
W˜0∩D˜ where
πYntor : H
m+1
6= (W˜0 ∩ D˜
1)→ Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor) denotes the projection. We are going to show
that
(5.10) δW˜0∩D˜((im γ) ∩Hm+16= (W˜0)) ⊆ (im γ) ∩H
m+1
6= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor),
which then implies (5.9). Let us consider the diagram
Hm+16= (W˜0)
δW˜0∩D˜ // Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ D˜
1)
Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ D˜
1)
δW˜0∩D˜ //
−γW˜0∩D˜
OO
Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ D˜
2)
−γW˜0∩D˜
OO
It is anti-commutative because it is part of the differential in the weight spectral sequence
of the punctured tubular neighbourhood of W˜0∩D˜ in W˜0. Moreover, by Lemma 5.7,(2), the
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three terms involving the bottom and right map split as direct sums where one summand
is
Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor)
δ
−→ Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
2
tor)
−γ
−→ Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor).
We get (5.10) from
δW˜0∩D˜((im γ) ∩Hm+16= (W˜0)) = (δ
W˜0∩D˜ ◦ γW˜0∩D˜)(Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor))
= (−γW˜0∩D˜ ◦ δW˜0∩D˜)(Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor))
= (−γ ◦ δ)(Hm−16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor))
⊆ (im γ) ∩Hm+16= (W˜0 ∩ Y
1
tor).

5.3. The main theorem. With preparations complete, we can finish the proof of our
main result by computing hp,p(S,FS) as defined in (0.5), for 2p > d.
Note that, for 2p > d, we have by Lemma 5.4 and Prop. 5.8,(3), that
hp,p(FS) = h
p,pH2p(S,FS) = h
p+1,p+1H2p+1(Y, A¯•).
Proposition 5.9. For 2p > d+ 2, we have
(1) hp,pH2p−1(Y, A¯•) = hp,pH2p(Y,C)− hp,pH2p(Y,A•).
(2) GrWi H
m(Y,C) = 0 for i 6= 0 and m > d+ 2.
Proof. We apply GrW• to the sequence in Thm. 4.5,(2) in order to obtain the exact sequence
· · · → GrW1 H
2p−1(Y,A•)→ GrW1 H
2p−1(Y, A¯•)→
GrW0 H
2p(Y,C)→ GrW0 H
2p(Y,A•)→ GrW0 H
2p(Y, A¯•)→ · · ·
and conclude (1) from the vanishing of the exterior terms by Prop. 5.8,(2)-(3). Similarly,
replacing GrW0 (resp. Gr
W
1 ) in the above sequence by Gr
W
i (resp. Gr
W
i+1), we deduce (2). 
Lemma 5.10. Let Ytor denote the closure of Y \ W˜0. We have e
p,q(Ytor) = 0 for p 6= q and
ep,p(Ytor) = (−1)
d+1−p
∑
τ∈P,τ 6⊂∂∆
(−1)dim τ
(
dim∆(τ)− dim τ
p
)
.
Proof. Recall from [DK86], 2.5 that for a compact toric variety XΣ0 , one has
hp,p(XΣ0 ,C) = dimH
2p(XΣ0) =
∑
τ∈Σ0
(−1)codim τ−p
(
codim τ
p
)
and Hk(XΣ0,C) = 0 for odd k.
From the weight spectral sequence on the mixed Hodge complex computing the mixed
Hodge structure on H•(Y,C), we get
ep,q(Ytor) =
∑
i≥1
(−1)i+1hp,q(Y itor)
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which is zero if p 6= q, so let’s assume p = q giving
ep,q(Ytor) =
∑
ω∈P∆′
(−1)dimω dimH2p(Xω)
=
∑
ω∈P∆′
(−1)dimω
∑
τ∈P,τ⊇ω
(−1)d+1−dim τ−p
(
d+ 1− dim τ
p
)
.
Using that, for fixed τ , we have 1 =
∑
P∆′∋ω⊆τ
(−1)dimω and that d + 1 = dim∆(τ) for
τ ∈ P \P∂∆ we conclude the assertion. 
Theorem 5.11. Given
• a lattice polytope ∆ defining a smooth toric variety and having at least one interior
lattice point;
• a star-like triangulation of ∆ by standard simplices;
• Landau-Ginzburg models w : XΣ → C and wˇ : XΣˇ → C associated to the resolutions
given in §2.1 of the cone over ∆ and its dual cone;
then for the sheaves of vanishing cycles FSˇ = φwˇ,0Rj∗CXΣˇ [1] and FS = φw,0Rj∗CXΣ [1] we
have11
hp,q(FSˇ) = h
d−p,q(FS)
giving
hp,q(Sˇ) = hd−p,q(FS).
Proof. By Example 4.3, hp,q(FSˇ) = h
p,q(Sˇ). By Prop. 3.2,(1), we have
(5.11) ep(Sˇ) = hp,p(Sˇ) + (−1)dhp,d−p(Sˇ),
while by Thm. 5.5,(3) and the vanishing by Prop. 5.8,(3), we have
ep(Sˇ) = (−1)ded−p(S,FS) = h
d−p,p(FS) + (−1)
dhd−p,d−p(FS).
Thus it is enough to show that hd−p,d−p(FS) = h
p,d−p(Sˇ). This follows from (5.11) if d
is even and p = d/2, so by the duality of Theorem 5.5,(1), it remains to show that the
equality holds for 2p > d. Using Prop. 3.2,(3), again, we just need to show for 2p > d that
(5.12) hp,p(FS) = (−1)
d−p
∑
τ∈P
(−1)dim τ
(
dim∆(τ)− dim τ
p+ 1
)
.
Let us assume 2p > d. Choose t0 ∈ C
∗ with |t0| small. By Prop. 5.9, we have h
p,p(FS) =
hp+1,p+1H2p+2(w¯−1(0),C)−hp+1,p+1H2p+2(w¯−1(t0),C). Note that by Prop. 5.9,(2), and the
fact that hp,qH i(Y ) = 0 for Y proper and p+ q > i,
ep+1,p+1(w¯−1(0)) = hp+1,p+1H2p+2(w¯−1(0),C).
11We use the notation hp,q(FSˇ) = h
p,q(Sˇ,FSˇ) =
∑
k h
p,q+kHp+q(Sˇ,FSˇ) and likewise for S.
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By the smoothness of w¯−1(t0), this similarly holds for w¯
−1(t0). The contraction P˜∆ˇ → XΣ¯
gives an isomorphism of w¯−1(t0) ∩D and w¯
−1(0) ∩D. Thus using Thm. 3.3,(1), we get
hp,p(FS) = e
p+1,p+1(w−1(0))− ep+1,p+1(w−1(t0)).
Moreover by a Lefschetz-type result (see [DK86], 3.9), we have Gysin isomorphisms
H ic(w
−1(t0) ∩ (C
∗)d+2)→ H i+2c ((C
∗)d+2)← H ic(w
−1(0) ∩ (C∗)d+2)
for i ≥ d + 2. Note that this is also true in the dim∆′ = 0 case using the fact that
then w−1(0) ∩ (C∗)d+2 ∼= C∗ ×W ′ and W ′ has a Newton polytope of dimension d. On
the other hand hp+1,p+1H ic(T ) = 0 for i < 2p + 2 and T smooth (by Poincare´ duality and
[PS08], Thm. 5.39), so hp+1,p+1H ic(w
−1(t) ∩ (C∗)d+2) = 0 for i ≤ d+ 2, t ∈ {0, t0} and thus
again by Thm. 3.3,(1),
hp,p(FS) = e
p+1,p+1(∂w−1(0))− ep+1,p+1(∂w−1(t0))
where ∂w−1(t) denotes the intersection of w−1(t) with the complement of the dense torus
in XΣ. Note that Ytor ⊂ w
−1(0), w−1(t0) ∩ Ytor = ∅ and the torus orbits in XΣ \ Ytor are
indexed by P∂∆. Decomposing in torus orbits yields
hp,p(FS) = e
pˆ,pˆ(Ytor)−
∑
τ∈P∂∆
(epˆ,pˆ(w−1(t0) ∩ Tτ )− e
pˆ,pˆ(w−1(0) ∩ Tτ ))
where pˆ = p+ 1. By Cor. 2.21, for τ ∈ P∂∆, we have
w−1(t0) ∩ Tτ ∼= H
codimP∗(τ)−1 × (C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ ,
w−1(0) ∩ Tτ ∼= H
codimP∗(τ)−2 × (C∗)dimP∗(τ)−dim τ+1
Note that, for τ ∈ P∂∆, w
−1(t0)∩Tτ is non-empty iff codimP∗(τ) ≥ 1 whereas w
−1(0)∩Tτ
is non-empty iff codimP∗(τ) ≥ 2; moreover, P∗(τ) = ∆(τ). The assertion now follows
from Lemma 5.10 and Lemma 3.4. 
Corollary 5.12. With the assumptions of Thm. 5.11,
hp,q(XΣ, w) = h
n−p,q(XΣˇ, wˇ)
where n = dimXΣ, h
p,q(XΣ, w) =
∑
k h
p,q+kHp+q(XΣ, w), and H
i(XΣ, w) is defined as the
(i − 1)th hypercohomology of φw,0CXΣ with its Schmid-Steenbrink mixed Hodge structure
(analogously for (XΣˇ, wˇ)).
6. A conjecture on Hochschild cohomology with a proof for curves
Except for the Calabi-Yau case, we expect that the Hochschild cohomology (exterior
powers of the tangent bundle) and Hochschild homology of Sˇ (Hodge groups) differ; e.g.,
the (co-)homologies generally differ in the Fano case. While the main result of this paper
only involves Hodge groups and these relate to Hochschild homology, we also wish to
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identify the relevant Hochschild cohomology group of Sˇ on the singular mirror S. Recall
that
HHi(Sˇ) =
⊕
p+q=i
Hq(Sˇ,
∧p
TSˇ).
Conjecture 6.1. For S, Sˇ the singular loci of w−1(0), wˇ−1(0) for a mirror pair of Landau-
Ginzburg models as constructed in §2, we have
HHi(Sˇ) ∼= H i(S,C).
Theorem 6.2. Conjecture (6.1) holds for dim Sˇ = 1.
Proof. Indeed, we have, for g ≥ 2 the genus of Sˇ,
HH0(Sˇ) =H0(Sˇ,OSˇ)
∼= C
HH1(Sˇ) =H1(Sˇ,OSˇ)⊕H
0(Sˇ, TSˇ)
∼= Cg
HH2(Sˇ) =H1(Sˇ, TSˇ)
∼= C3g−3.
Assuming that Sˇ is defined as a hyperplane section of P∆ for ∆ satisfying Assumption
2.4, then it is standard that g is # Int(∆) ∩ M = #∆′ ∩ M . Now S is connected, so
H0(S,C) = C ∼= HH0(Sˇ). The curve S is a union of rational components, but it is easy to
see that its intersection complex is a graph of genus g, and thus H1(S,C) ∼= Cg ∼= HH1(Sˇ).
Finally,
H2(S,C) ∼= C# of irreducible components of S.
From the combinatorial description of S from Prop. 2.23, one sees that this number of
irreducible components is e + b, where e is the number of edges e of P ∩ ∆′ and b :=
#∂∆′ ∩M . Note that b is also the number of edges of P ∩∆′ contained in ∂∆′. Let f be
the number of two-dimensional cells (standard simplices) in P ∩∆′. Then the area A of
∆′ is f/2, but by Pick’s Theorem we also have A = i+ b/2− 1, where i = #Int(∆′) ∩M .
Also for the Euler characteristic χ(∆′) we have 1 = χ(∆′) = (b + i) − e + f . From these
two equations one calculates that e + b = 3(i+ b)− 3 = 3g − 3, as desired. 
Remark 6.3. Note that Thm. 6.2 implies that the dimension of the complex moduli space of
a curve Sˇ with g(Sˇ) ≥ 2 coincides with the number of irreducible components of its mirror.
This is in line with expectation: the holomorphic moduli of Sˇ match the symplectic moduli
(volumes of the P1’s) of its mirror dual S.
We have also checked that Conjecture 6.1 holds when Sˇ is a quintic surface in P3.
7. Complete intersections in toric varieties
A Landau-Ginzburg model for a complete intersection in a toric variety was already
given in [HW09] based on [BB94]. It closely relates to the local models of the logarithmic
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singularities given in [Ru10] based on [GS10]. Let P∆ be a smooth projective toric variety,
D1, ..., Dk effective toric divisors with Newton polytopes ∆1, ...,∆k and non-degenerate
global sections f1, ..., fk of the corresponding line bundles. We require f1, ..., fk to be
transversal, i.e., (∂xjfi) has rank k at each point of P∆, where xj are local coordinates
on P∆ and the fi are viewed as regular functions using a local trivialisation of O(Di).
Transversality of f1, ..., fk is implied if ∆1, ...,∆k are transversal, i.e., their tangent spaces
embed as a direct sum in MR. We define the cone
σ = Cone(Conv(∆1 × {e1}, . . . ,∆k × {ek}))
in MR ⊕ R
k where e1, . . . , ek is the standard basis of R
k. Its dual cone is given by
σˇ = {(n, a1, . . . , ak) | ai ≥ ϕ∆i(n)} ⊆ NR ⊕ R
k.
Let Σˇ denote the star subdivision of σˇ along the cone generated by e∗1, ..., e
∗
k. It is not hard
to see that XΣˇ = Tot(OP∆(−D1)⊕ ...⊕OP∆(−Dk)). Setting ui = z
ei , we find that
wˇ =
∑
i
uifi
is a regular function on Xσˇ = Spec[σ ∩ (M ⊕ Z
k)] with Newton polytope ∆ˆ = Conv(∆1 ×
{e1}, ...,∆k × {ek}). We pull wˇ back to XΣˇ. The smoothness of
S = crit(wˇ) = V (f1) ∩ · · · ∩ V (fk)
follows from the transversality of the fi. We construct the mirror of S as follows. Let Σ∗
be the star subdivision of σ along the subcone generated by
∆ˆ′ = Conv{∆′1 × {e1}, ...,∆
′
k × {ek}}
where ∆′i denotes the convex hull of the interior lattice points of ∆i. Let Σ be a refinement
of Σ∗ given by a triangulation of ∆ˆ such that each cone in Σ is a standard cone. Since this
does not need to exist, more generally one needs to allow simplicial cones, see §8. However,
with the assumption made, XΣ is smooth. Moreover, wˇ is now in the shape of (0.3). We
define the potential w on XΣ as in (0.2) and take the pair
(Sˇ = Sing(w−1(0)),FSˇ = φw,0CXΣ [1])
for the mirror dual of S. One can show that dim Sˇ = dimS, so that (Sˇ,FSˇ) is plausible
as a mirror of S, in analogy with the hypersurface case.
8. A refinement of the general conjecture using orbifolds
We state here a refined version of the conjecture concerning Landau-Ginzburg models
defined using dual cones σ and σˇ of the statement made in the introduction. Given a cone
σ ⊆M , one can define a fan Σ∗ refining σ in a canonical way, by taking Σ∗ to be the cones
over faces of the convex hull σo of the set of points σ∩ (M \ {0}). The corresponding toric
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variety XΣ∗ is not necessarily a resolution of Xσ, however it is always Gorenstein. One
can subdivide each bounded face of σo into elementary simplices, i.e., simplices which do
not contain any integral points of M other than vertices. This refinement Σ, which is not
unique, yields an orbifold resolution XΣ → Xσ which is crepant over XΣ∗ . We can follow
the same procedure for σˇ, hence obtain as in the introduction Landau-Ginzburg potentials
w : XΣ →C
wˇ : XΣˇ →C.
We pose the following
Conjecture 8.1. There is a version of the sheaf of vanishing cycles for orbifolds, where
eachHp,q(Y j) in Lemma 4.7,(3) is replaced by Hp,qorb(Y
j). Defining hp,qorb(XΣ, w) and h
p,q
orb(XΣˇ, wˇ)
then analogously to Cor. 5.12, n = dimXΣ, we have
hp,qorb(XΣ, w) = h
n−p,q
orb (XΣˇ, wˇ).
Assuming a renormalization flow argument works in the orbifold case, the last statement
of the conjecture holds true in the Calabi-Yau case as was shown in [BB96].
Note that in the particular case of this paper, where σ is the cone over a polytope, the
resolutions we use are special cases of the above resolutions. We believe, based on this and
some other examples, that these special types of resolutions allow us to make the above
statement using just the critical value 0 on both sides. This holds for the case considered
in this paper. On the other hand, using abitrary total resolutions as in (0.2), (0.3) in some
sense adds geometry that wasn’t originally there.
The simplest case of this conjecture which is not a Calabi-Yau situation and not already
verified in this paper would be where σ and σˇ are both two-dimensional cones defining
non-Gorenstein rational quotient singularities. We have verified the conjecture in several
such explicit examples.
Appendix A. A binomial identity
We include the proof of a binomial identity which we use in §3 and §5.
Proposition A.1. For n, k,m, p ∈ Z≥0, we have
(1) (
n
k
)
= (−1)m
∑
i≥0
(−1)i
(
i
m
)(
n+m+ 1
k + 1 + i
)
(2) (Vandermonde’s identity)(
m+ n
k
)
=
∑
i≥0
(
m
i
)(
n
k − i
)
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Proof. (2) is standard. To see (1), note
(
n
k
)
is the coefficient of tn−k in (1 + t)n =
(1 + t)−(m+1)(1 + t)n+m+1. Using the second expression, this coefficient is
∑
j≥0
(
−(m+ 1)
j
)(
n +m+ 1
n− k − j
)
=
∑
j≥0
(−1)j
(
j +m
j
)(
n+m+ 1
m+ 1 + k + j
)
=
∑
i≥m
(−1)i+m
(
i
i−m
)(
n+m+ 1
k + i+ 1
)
,
replacing the sum over j with the sum over i = j +m. Noting the summand is zero for
i < m, we obtain the desired result. 
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